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Rushing says there is no money missing
By STACEY CROOK
Staff Writer
Calloway County Clerk Teresa
Rushing issued a statement Monday morning in which she assures
that there is no money missing
from her office.
In a telephone interview, Rushing read the following from a
prepared statement: "The audit
shows there is no money missing.
The audit states' that I did not
have the money in the proper
account at the proper time.
Again, the audit shows there is
no money missing and I have not
been charged with any offense. I
will not have any further com-

ment until I have had an opportunity to talk with my lawyer.
who is- out of town."
Robert 0. Miller, who is representing Rushing, is vacationing
and will not be in town for the
remainder of the week.
Rushing would not answer any
specific questions concerning the
audit's findings and allegations
made by the auditor's office.
According to an official audit
released Friday by State Auditor.
Ben Chandler, auditors discovered Rushing had failed to deposit more than'S219,000 into .an
official account when they conducted a surprise "cash count"

Aug. 31.
Rushing paid back $215,000
with personal funds into the
account Sept. 2, just two days
after the surprise cash count.
Jennifer Schaaf, a spokesman
for Chandler, said Rushing
resisted 4 state-manned audit in
the spring.
"Teresa Rushing called Mr.
Chandler and asked that a state
audit team for west Kentucky not
conduct the audit because of a
personality conflict," Schaaf said.
Chandler sent an audit team
from a different an of the state
in an effort to keep the audit fair
and objective, she said. Bringing

Ups and downs
of NAFTA debate
By JILL LAWRENCE
AP Political Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — It's
nine days until a congressional
vote on NAFTA. And hardly an
hour goes by without someone
!caning into a microphone to
denounce or promote the North
American Free Trade Agreement.
These days, every day is a
frenzy of press conferences,
debates, speeches, studies and
arm-twisting sessions. Who's
talking? President Clinton, Ralph
Nader, Ross Perot, Jesse Jackson,
governors, members of Congress,
lobbyists of every stripe and anyone else who believes that the
three-nation trade pact will either
cost U.S. jobs or generate them.
Last Thursday was typical —
!here were 15 NAFTA events
around town with arguments flying at each one. Will all the talk-

in special audit teams is not a
common practice, according to
Schaaf.
She said rarely do county
clerks go to such measures to
keep a state auditing team out.
"I don't think we've ever had
somebody take the steps she took
to try io prevent the audit."
Schaaf said.
State Sen. Jeff Green, who represents Calloway County, said he
was approached in 1991 by the
Kentucky County Clerks Association and asked to offer an amendment to upcoming legislation
dealing with the audits of state
offices.

The hill was introduced in the1992 session of the General
Assembly Aed•would make it possible for the state auditor to automatically audit all state offices.
However, the audifor would have
the authority to use an outside
auditor in an emergency
Situation.
The clerk's association supported an amendment which
would give clerks the option of
hiring a private auditor.
Green said Rushing's office
contacted the state association
and asked for 'support of the
amendment. The state association
then contacted Green and asked

AMY WILSONtpdger & Times photo

Members of the Support Group For the Blind try to stay warm as they set up a booth during the trade day at
the annual Downtown Fall Celebration. The celebration was held Friday and Saturday.

III See Page 2

Firestorm community seeks solace in faith
By JEFF WILSON
Associated Press Writer
MALIBU, Calif. (AP) — A
man was arrested on Sunday for
allegedly threatening to start fires
in Southern California, police
said, while the American Red
Cross reported damage more

extensive than previously
thought.
A Red Cross survey counted
390 residences destroyed, seven
with major damage and 51 with
minor damage, spokeswoman
Barbara Wilks said. The tally of
lost homes was up from an earlier

figure of 350.
Early Sunday, federal authorities arrested a Van Nuys man for
allegedly writing a letter
threatening to "set a big fire,
actually more than one," said
Los Angeles County sheriff's
Deputy Patrick Hauser.

The letter, signed "Fedbuster," said the fire would be set in
retaliation for the seizure of the
author's property by federal
agents. The letter was sent to
about 35 Southern California law
enforcement agencies.
Authorities were investigating

Green said he called the clerk's
III See Page 2

Yeltsin
signs draft
constitution

TRADING IN THE COLD

ing make a difference? You be
the judge:
—10 a.m. Conservative activist
Paul Weyrich and consumer
activist Ralph Nader hold an antiNAFTA press conference at the
National Press Club. They
believe NAFTA encroaches on
U.S. sovereignty.
About 40 reporters crowd into
a small bare room for coffee,
Danish and rhetoric. Five TV
cameras are rolling as Weyrich
says he resents NAFTA opponents being characterized as
"know-nothing Neanderthals."
Adds Nader, "Anything that
comes out of a secret cabal of big
business and big government
should be inherently suspect."
Nobody who supports it has read
it, they claim.

or
for his help.
"After talking this over with
Ben &Chandler), 1 felt like it was
the duty of the state auditor to do that," said Green, who voted for
the original bill and did not offer
the amendment.
Green said he spoke with a
deputy clerk in Rushing's office
after he was asked to support the
amendment.
"I called to find out what their
concerns were and find out why
supported the amendment,"
they
h said.yspup

whether the man had any connection to the 19 arson fires in
Southern California since Oct.
26.
Meanwhile, fire -devastated
communities sought solace at
church services Sunday.

By BARRY RENFREW
Associated Press Writer
MOSCOW (AP) — President
Boris Yeltsin today approved the
draft of a post-Soviet constitution
that will be put before voters next
month. The charter calls for a
strong presidency and sharply
reduces the status of regions.
The Interfax news agency said
Yeltsin signed the draft after
making several amendments.
Yeltsin spokesman Anatoly Krasikov said he could not comment
on any possible changes to the
draft.
He said the full text could be
published later in the day.
A referendum on the new constitution will be held Dec. 12, the
same day that voters elect a new
parliament.
Yeltsin's supporters hold an
early lead in the parliamentary
campaign, but most Russians
remain undecided or do not plan
to vote, according to an opinion
poll.
Election officials said today
that 21 parties submitted lists of
100,000 or more voter signatures
to qualify for the election. The
signatures were being checked,
and parties that qualify to run
See Page 2

II See Page 2

Confederate Railroad, George Jones rock Racer Arena
'1 4:1
1

By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
They may have the word "confederate" in their name, but to the
4,000 fans that packed Racer
Arena Saturday night, all that
mattered was how well they
could sing.
And sing they did.
Members of Confederate Railroad took the stage amid cheers
from the crowd, belting out such
tunes as "Queen of Memphis,"
"When You Leave That Way,"
"She Took It Like A Man" and
the popular "Trashy Women."
Having been around for more
than 15 years, Confederate Railroad is not a newcomer to the
music scene. However, it was not
until recently that its popularity
began to grow.
"Nashville just wasn't open to
what we wanted to do," said Danny Shirley, lead singer. "We
could have gotten deals, but we
would have had to change too
much."
One important change in the
music industry hit when rap music became popular.

AMN WIt.SONtecfge, & T.mee Omso

Members of Confederate Railroad take time to relax after their performance Saturday night In Racer Arens.

MEETINGS

J.-

•Calloway County Fiscal Court will
meet Tuesday at 1 p m in Judge/
Executive George Weak's office This
meeting is open to the public Everyone
is encouraged to attend
II Parent-teacher conferences at Calloway County High School are scheduled
from 3 to 6 p.m. Nov. 9 No appointments are necessary

EVENTS

II See Page 2

SPORTS

AMY WlLSOèt.dg. & Times photo

Country legend George Jones belts °tit the tunes that made him famous to the crowd of 4,000 Saturday night.

[BRIEFLY...
FORECAST

CONTENTS
• The Western Dark Fired Tobacco
Growers' Association will have its
annual meeting of members at 7 p.m.
Nov 11 at Mayfieki High School.

• The Murray State Racers closed theft
home season out wittf: an impressive victory over Morehead State
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Father of slain toddler leaves court
FRESTON, England (AP) —
Th- father of a toddler killed by
two 10-year-old boys stayed
away when their murder trial
re5umed today because "be jest
.an't take it anymore," a family
liwyer said.
Ralph Bulger listened last
.eck as prosecutors described
how two truants abducted his
2 ,year-old son from a shopping
mall, hauled him nearly three
miles across Liverpool to an isolated railway track where he suffered a slow and painful death.
Prosecutor Richard Henriques
said the boys, now 11, hurled
hi IL ks, stones and a piece of met-

al at the child as he- tried to
struggle to his feet. His blood
splattered their clothes, they
threw paint in his eye and left his
half-naked body on a rail line
where a passing train severed it

ui

time chums, who the media identify only as Child A and Child B.
blamed each other for the Feb. 12
slaying of James, the second
2-year-old they allegedly
attempted to abduct that day.
Because of the anger the
crimes evoked in Liverpool, the
trial was moved 30 miles northwest to Preston.
If found guilty, they face indefinite incarceration.
James' father left the courtroom Thursday. midday through
the testimony frOm witnesses
who saw the boys but did
nothing.
"Ralph has had enough. He

two.

Along their route, 30 people
remember seeing the trio, prosecutor Richard Henriques said.
The few who were uneasy
enough to intervene were fobbed
off by the boys with lies —
James was a little brother, they
were taking him home.
The boys are the youngest ever
charged with murder in Britain.
In police interviews the one-

felt it was his duty to be there but
he just can't take it anywise,"
said Sean Sexton, the family's
lawyer. "Neither be nor Denise
will be going to the court again,
even for the verdict."
Bulger, 26, appeared several
times in the seats reserved for the
family in the elegant courtroom
during the opening week of the
case. His wife, Denise, 25, is
heavily pregnant and stayed
home.
Other family members planned
to go to court for the rest of the
trial, which is expected to last
until the end of November, Sexton said.

N Rase& Arena...
10M PAGE 1
'The reason county music is so
pular is that Top 40 just
.1 pped the ball," Shirley said.
"he typical suburban people
•aii.t relate to rap music."
Shirley said he realized change
s coming when more people
surted turning to classical music.
"I knew then that people were
s. arching for something to relate
in music." he said.
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signatures, some 500,000, was
submitted to the Central Election
Committee by the conservative
Agrarian Party of Russia, which
represents the interests of the collective farm lobby, news reports
said.
The pro-Yeltsin Party of Russian Unity and Accord, which
aims to represent the interests of
Russia's regions and headed by
deputy Prime Minister Sergei
Shakhrei, came next with
222,000 signatures.
It was followed by the Russia's
Choice bloc, founded by presidential aides and senior Cabinet
members, with about 200,000
signatures, the reports said. The
Russian Communist Party led by
Gennady Zyuganov was fourth,
with 187,0M signatures.

•Firestorm...
FROM PAGE 1
"It's OK to cry. We have
Kleenex in the pews for you
today," the Rev. David A. Worth
said at Malibu Presbyterian
Church. "To those of you who
lost homes our hearts go out to
you. If you're going through a
crisis let's talk it out."
Members of the congregation,
most wearing T-shirts, shorts, and
sweatshirts, told of what was lost
— and found — in the inferno
that roared through the coastal
mountains last week.
Dan and Lisa Cislo were
among 15 families from the
church that lost homes in the
arson blaze.
"It's hard to feel like a victim
when everyone has been so gracious — people we know and tote! strangers," Mrs. Cislo said.

"We lost things we loved and
things that can't be replaced but
we have each other."
The Cislos found a single treasure in the rubble of their home.
"It was a Christmas ornament
from our first Christmas together.
It said 'Love — Christmas 1987.'
We cherish it," Mrs. Cislo said.
The fire killed three people,
including British director and
screenwriter Duncan Gibbins,
who was remembered Saturday
night.
Actors Peter Berg, Jennifer
Grey and Virginia Madsen were
among the 200 people who
attended the memorial at the Writers Guild Theater in Beverly
Hills.
The 41-year-old Gibbins died
of burns he suffered trying to
rescue his cat.
Nearly 2,500 firefighters stay-
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confusion and disillusionment
among Russians, who are suffering from an ailing economy and
soaring inflation and doubt the
ability or willingness of politicians to improve conditions..
Yeltsin backed away over the
weekend from a promise to hold
presidential elections in June. He
indicated he would serve out his
five-year term, which expires in
1996.
The president ordered elections
after dissolving parliament in
September to end a power
struggle with hardliners opposed
to his political and economic
reforms. The confrontation
erupted into violence in Moscow
that ended when government
troops and tanks stormed parliament Oct. 4.
The largest number of peqtion

FROM PAGE 1
will be announced this week, they
said.
The poll on Russian television
Sunday night said parties backing
Yeltsin got the highest support
with 28 percent. Anti-government
parties, including Communists
and conservative nationalist
groups, got a combined 9 percent,
it said. Centrist groups also
received 9 percent, the poll said.
But 19 percent of those
responding said they did not
intend to vote at all and 35 percent were undecided, according
to the poll. No details were given
on how many people were interviewed for the poll or on its margin of error.
The high number of uncomitted voters reflects widespread

Mossclge The v•ctrv

flfary Ann Littleton

Fans joined in on several
renditions of former top hits,
including the favorite "He
Stopped Loving Her Today."
Ending his show was "I Don't
Need Your Rocking Chair," complete with a special duet by Confederate Railroad.
The concert was sponsored by
Murray State University's Student Government Association. In
October, SGA hosted a concert
featuring Vince pill and Patty
Loveless.

▪ Yeltsin...
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Certified Bodyworker
Massage 1 herapist

was the classic David Allan Coe
song "You Don't Ever Call Me
By My Name."
Following Confederate Railroad's performance, country
legend George Jones took the
stand and gave the audience a
smattering of both old and new
favorites.
Although Jones told the crowd
he was recovering from a sore
throat, he jokingly said that if the
crowd kept responding so well,
he would have to stay until 3 a.m.

Shirley has led the band since
1981. He is joined by charter
member/drummer Mark DuFresne, guitarist Michael Lamb, keyboardist Chris McDaniel, bassist
Wayne Secrest and Gates Nichols
on the steel pedal guitar.
"I think Waylon and Willie
influenced me the most," Shirley
said. "I think it was that whole
outlaw movement, folk rock and
Southern rock music that made
me' choose country music.
Culminating their performance
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ed on the lines, completely surrounding the blaze by Sunday
evening, Los Angeles County fire
Inspector Dan Ertel said.
Although no flames showed in
the 19,000-acre burn area, authorities had not pronounced the fire
extinguished.
A few blocks from the firefighters' staging area in the Civic
Center, an early morning Mass
drew parishioners to Our Lady of
Malibu Roman Catholic Church,
where fire scorched earth within
a few hundred yards.
Piles of donated goods ranging
from beds to bicycles lay on
church grounds under a sign saying, "Fire Victims Help
Yourself."
"There's mourning and celebrating. There is grieving and
thanking," Monsignor John Sheridan said after Mass as people
lingered in a damp chill, talking
over steaming cups of coffee,
exchanging stories and lessons
learned.
Sheridan noted how one of the
classic symbols of the Malibu
beach lifestyle contributed to the
fire's intensity.
"Palm trees became torches.
They are like burning devils," he
said.
Steve Blinn, an elder at Malibu
Presbyterian whose home is far
up the coast from the fire area,
gained similar insight.
"When I go home now I look
at my house and I don't see landscaping. I see fuel," he said.
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FROM PAGE 1
—11 cm. Six senators and
nine House members discuss the
sager deal they've.struck with the
White House in exchange for yrs
volCS on NAFTA. The Capitol
press conference is called suddenly and lasts a mere 15
minutes, though a Senate spokeswoman reports that the room was
full.
---Noon. Rep. Dick Armey, RTexas, tells a Heritage Foundation audience why conservatives
should support NAFTA. About
100 people in the tasteful burgundy auditorium listen raptly, some
taking notes., others murmunng
"hear, hear" at appropriate
moments. Only two cameras
record Armey's reasons, which
nicludc. NAFTA. was..._Reuald
Reagan's vision. Conservatives
"dare to be intellectually honest." Conservatives "read the
fine print" before making decisions. Conservatives "understand
that freedom is good for all."
Conservatives are optimists.
—1 p.m. Ross Perot and a
dozen House members rail
against NAFTA on a patch of
Capitol lawn known as the House
triangle. The legislators arc
almost inaudible. One warns of
"the whims of trilateral entities." Another says that "now is
not the time to pass a bad
agreement."
Ilse main event, the reason the
crowd has grown to about 200
reporters, tourists and Hill aides,
the reason the area is crawling
with cops, is the little guy with
the brush cut and big ears. He
shakes hands with awestruck
schoolchildren and praises the
courage of NAFTA opponents,
confounding the conventional
wisdom that they are caving to
pressure from organized labor.
Four hours later, he holds a
second press conference to accept
Vice President Al Gore's challenge to debate NAFTA on
national TV.

2 p.m. An interesting potpourri of supporters: Republican
Gov. Tommy Thompson of Wisconsin, fanner Reagan bodges
director James Miller, Democratic Rep. Bill Richardson of New
Mexico, and the disembodied
voice of former Democratic presidential candidate Paul Tsonps.
About 50 reporters and lobbyists gather in a huge, House
committee room irk, the Rayburn
Building. Twenty minutes late.
Miller and Thompson make
cheerleading remarks interrupted
twice by a phone ringing as aides
try to set up for Tsongas.

Soon the familiar Massachusetts accent prescribing its
familiar bitter pill fills the room.
"We-Democrats are.- gOiwg.
hav to step beyond our constituents," says Tsongas' voice,
"and do what's appropriate for
this nation and the generations
that follow over the long term."
—3:30 p.m. Thompson and
Rep. Bob Matsui, who was at the
sugar event, are having a busy
NAFTA day. Here they are to
tape a debate sponsored by U.S.
News and World Report. Also at
the taping are Sen. Bill Bradley,
D-N.J., the third pro-NAFTA
debater, and a panel of opponents: Sen. Don Riegle, D-Mich.;
Rep. Marcy Kaptur, D-Ohio; and
civil rights activistlesse Jackson.
Jackson denounces "the fasttracking schemers who put this
together:" Riegle claims that
"our No. 1 export to Mexico will
be jobs:" and Kaptur says Ohio
has already lost 100,000 to our
southern neighbor.
Matsui breathes fire, says the
anti-NAFTA crowd has resorted
to demagoguery. "The opponents
of NAFTA would still be protecting the blacksmith and also the
carriage maker," he says.
"They'd still be wanting to make
the phonograph rather than the
VCR and the CD."

•Rushing...
FROM PAGE 1
office a second time to explain
why he did not support the
amendment.
When Chandler took office, he
pledged to audit all county
offices at least once during his
four-year term. One aka he particulary targeted were those offices
that used private auditing firms.
In the state there are 70 local
officals who made written
requests to use private firms. Calloway County was among those.
In May, an audit was planned
for Rushing's office.
Schaaf said during the numerous calls Rushing made to
Chandler's office asking that the
audit team assigned to this area
not be used, Rushing actually
cost the county more money.
Many clerks have argued that
using local firms keeps county
money local and costs down.
Schaaf said those arguments
"don't hold water."
First, state auditors assigned to
the Purchase Area arc local people. They live and work in the
area and spend their money there,
she said.
Second, Chandler implemented
a new policy in February 1992 in
which he guaranteed that fees for
all state offices who had used private auditors in the past would be
charged a comparable amount by
the state.
Actually, Rushing's office
would have been charged 5 percent less than the previous year's
audit, done by a private firm.
The final bill for this audit has
not been completed, according to
Schaaf.
However, "the cost will be
more than a normal audit directly
because of the extra work we had
to doibecause of the scheme she
had in place."
After Rushing's state audit was
complete, she attended an exit
interview and was notified of the
findings, according to Schaaf.
"Once we exit with the official,
they know about the findings,"
Schaaf said.
She said during the Oct. 5
meeting, Rushing declined to
answer questions from state officials, including two state
attorneys.

"Because of the high magnitude of the amount in the findings, two lawyers attended,"
Schaaf said. "This should not
have been a surprise."
At that time, Rushing told officials she did not want to comment without her attorney..
Audits are not made public
until the office has received an
official copy.
When Rushing was not at work
Friday, officials left the audit
with her deputies. Rushing asked
that a copy of the audit be delivered to her attorney.
Schaaf said the findings are cut
and dried. When auditors found
more than $219,000 missing during the cash count, it was based
on Rushing's own records.
"The way this works is by
using daily check out sheets
where she records all the money
in the office," she said.
. In a cash count, auditors add
up how much money has come
in, look at the bank deposits and
the cash in the office — using
Rushing's own records.
"When we added all this
money and compared it to her
own records, we found the money
missing," Schaaf said. "Her own
records show it was gone."
Regular audits, which are normally done in the spring, would
not turn up missing funds
because money can be pushed up
from January to balance December of the previous year, according to Schaaf.
"With a surprise cash count,
you can't push money," she said.
Rushing's alleged actions conflict with four state laws including commingling public and private funds, receiving personal
benefit from public' funds,
obstructing the examination by
the auditor's office and falsification of records.
If charges are filed and Rushing is convicted, she could face a
$500 fine, 5 years in prison and
removal from office.
. The case had been forwarded
tk the attorney general's office
a d the Kentucky State Police.
I n estigations are expected to
begin soon.
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Of. Tony Brannon.cantor, was one of !Imo rocligints rowdy awarded
an honorary stet* degree by the Future Farmers of America. An assistant professor in the department of agriculture at Murray State University, Brannon accepted the award which Is given to recognize outstanding senior to the FFA at Me 1993 Kentucky FFA Convention Mid In
Louisville. He serves as faculty adviser for the Murray State Collegiate
FFA and was Instrumental in groundwork for the pilot prolect which
received Its charter In 1992 and became the only collegiate FFA recognized in the state. Also pictured are Linde Story (left), Kentucky FFA
alumni president; and Mike Noun of the Kentucky Pork Producers
Association.

Lady beetles not harmful
Do not, repeat, do not be concerned about the large number of
lady beetles that may be congregating on the sides of buildings or those
large yellow ants swarming .these
days.
Those arc "good" bugs that are
beneficial to agriculture and the
environment, said Let Townsend,
extension entomologist with the
University- of Kentucky College of
Agriculture.
There is no cause for alarm, he
said.

Lady beetles like to spend the
winter as adults in protected places.
That includes the sides of buildings
or houses..
"They congregate in large numbers and may crawl through cracks
and crevices to get inside the structures," Townsend said.
Anyone who is really concerned
about the large numbers of lady
beetles should be encouraged to just
sweep them away and turn them
loose away from the house.

This is 4ie time of year when
everyone IS making wish lists for
Chistmas.
Gardeners probably have more
practice making wish lists than
most people, as they have the
tendency to make them each
spring and fall planting season. A
Christmas list should be relatively easy.
Of course, there dv have to be
some ground rules, Tike not asking for the impossible. Writing
'-'0114p.,--wieferr.---tr*-streright
spring," as number one on the list
is not going to be helpful to those
who are shopping for Christmas
•presenis for you, even if it is
what you really want.
All you can reasonably expect
are things to help you get through
-until spring, something blooming,
like a pot of primroses or paperwhite narcissus.
Be sure to mention that
poinsettias don't count as blooming plants. You don't have to get
into details about how the red
part of the plant isn't really a
bloom but the inflorescence of
the bracts.
-Poinsettias arc attractive during
Christmas, but after the holidays
they look sadly out of place.

is Herbaceous Perennial Plants.
I once got a garden fork that
by Allan Armitage.
was specifically made with a
It is written with a view to shorter handle for use by gardengrowing perennials here in the ers who aren't six feet tall. What
a difference it has made. Now I
southeast. Another book to ask
for that is a good general refer- actually have some leverage
ence is Rodale's New Encywhen digging.
clopedia of Organic Gardening.
Looking over my own ChristOf course, there are always
mas list, I can see that anything
They always drop moss of their gardening implements like a real- on it that's related to gardening is
leaves, a natural process that
ly good set of hand tools, a pair going to require explanation..
takes place after the bracts have of gardening gloves that might
That's okay, explanation ishetchanged color.
, actually last the whole -season or ter than- ending up with just a
-. Even At 410411—da,
itr --ipstsvdrisrdenierforiverspode:— -shirt=93r-teasew-forbitt.- s
water the plants and keep them.
alive,, are you really going to
pamper them until next
Christmas?
NOTICE...MEMBERS OF
Back to the wish list. Gift cerWESTERN DARK FIRED
tificates for plants from your
favorite nursery catalogues are
TOBACCO GROWERS ASSOCIATION
logical things to put on your list.
The difficulty is that it is hard
The Annual Meeting of members will be
to explain to your family that you
will be perfectly happy with a
held
on Thursday,November 1141993,at the
piece of paper that promises
Mayfield High School, 700 Douthitt, Mayplants in the spring.
Gardeners are used to delayed
field, Kentucky, at 7:00 p.m. The purpose of
gratification, but it is sometimes
the meeting will be to hear the President's
hard for other people to
understand.
Report and a general discussion of the
Gardening books are always on
cooperative's
affairs.
my list. If you grow perennials, a
book I'd recommend you ask for

Growing In
the Garden

By Cathleen Lalicker

Does Your Heart Good

Following the meeting, refreshments will
be served and door prizes will be given.
Laura S. Paschall
Secretary

American Heart
Association

Your Health Is The One Reason Murra Callowa
County Hospital Provides 26 Medical Specialties.
en you need a
doctor —Whether
it's a family practitioner,
an oncologist or a
vascular surgeon — you
can rely on the 48 fulltime physician specialists

at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
For nearly a century,
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital has joined with
experienced, compassionate physicians to provide

the best possible
healthcare: And because
our doctors are on-site,
local physicians, we've
earned a reputation for
taking good care of our
neighbors.

If you're looking for a
qualified physician, call
Dr. Finder, our toll-free
physician referral line
at 1-800-342-MCCH, and
we'll help find the right
doctor for you.
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ANALYSIS

Gore-Perot clash
on NAFTA risky
Clinton strategy
By JOHN KING
AP Political Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — In challenging Ross Perot to debate the
North American Free Trade Agreement, the White House is betting
it can win elusive support for the deal by discrediting its loudest
critic, and by forcing fence-sitting Democrats to choose between
the president and Perot.
But the strategy is fraught with risks.
Already, the announcement that Vice President Al Gore will
debate Perot on Tuesday has returned the feisty Texan to the
national spotlight, at a time when his standing with the public has
been in decline.
Perot has spent months polishing his tart-tongued assault on the
trade deal, mastering snappy one-liners that, accurate or not, often
are the most memorable moments of such televised showdowns.
Gore, on the other hand, is considered well-versed on the intricacies of the agreement, but not a debating dynamo.
"This risk is you get into a spitting contest with a skunk," said
Clinton adviser Paul Begala. "Perot doesn't know beans about
trade, but you can't take away from the fact that he has the fastest
mouth in the West."
Perot was happy to return fire in the pre-debate jockeying. "The
Titanic is sinking and they're desperate," he said of the challenge.
Sniping aside, it's clear that if Clinton loses the NAFTA vote,
regardless of how Gore fares, Perot will be the big winner and
Clinton's prestige dealt a serious blow.
Some are also questioning the wisdom of waging critical policy
debates with campaign-style theatrics. Such an approach, critics
say, only encourages opponents to taunt presidents with debate
challenges.
"It weakens the presidency," argues Columbia University historian Henry Graff. "We have lost the sense of distance and mystery
that leadership has to have. Even if they win in the short run, they
have set a terrible precedent."
Clinton advisers heartily dispute that, noting that it is Gore, not
the president, who will debate Perot. As for the other risks, the
White House concedes it has little choice.
•
The NAFTA fight has deeply divided Democrats. Most labor
loyalists are entrenched in their opposition to removing trade barriers, which they argue will cause a rush of manufacturing jobs
from the United States to low-wage Mexico.
So Clinton is roughly 35 House votes short of victory with the
vote but 10 days away. More than NAFTA is at stake.
"It would be a big loss because it would make clear that the
Democratic Party is still driven by the old forces of big labor and
protectionism," said Al From, who heads the centrist Democratic
Leadership Council.
In his radio address Saturday, Clinton framed the Gore-Perot
debate as "facts against fear," a contrast that is part of the administration's effort to paint Perot and other NAFTA opponents as
defeatists who do not believe American workers can compete in
open markets.
Since getting 19 percent of the vote in last year's presidential
election, Perot has built his political organization into a powerful
voice in many states. Yet his national poll standings have declined;
a recent NBC-Wall Street Journal poll showed 30 percent viewed
the Texas billionaire positively, 42 percent negatively.
So by making Perot personify opposition to NAFTA, the White
House hopes it can work his negatives to the trade pact's advantage. Mostly, the White House hopes that will sway public opinion,
but it also hopes to convince some undecided Democrats "a choice
for Clinton over Perot is a smart, safe choice," in the words of one
senior Clinton aide.
One undecided lawmaker, Democratic .Rep. Nita Lowey of New
York, said Saturday that she doubted the debate would help her
make her decision. "And I'm concerned about this becoming a
great big circus and a public spectacle," she said on CNN.
Another part of the White House calculation is that for all his
catchy rhetoric, Perot has sometimes gotten rattled under pressure.
White House aides arc quick to recall a "Meet the Press" appearance in which Perot repeatedly failed to offer any details to support
his budget views, saying he couldn't because he did not have his
trademark charts.
"When he is confronted with those pesky things called facts, he
has what borders on nuclear meltdown," said Begala.
Many NAFTA supporters outside the White House endorse that
view, yet worry nonetheless that Perot will get the better of Gore in
a televised debate.
"I think it would be a mistake ... for Gore to come in prepackaged and prescripted," said William Kristol, who was Vice President Dan Quayle's top aide — and prepared Quayle for his debate
with Gore last year.
As for having the debate in the first place, even Clinton's
strongest NAFTA supporters said the reasons were obvious.
"When you're behind, you roll the dice," said New Mexico
Democratic Rep. Bill Richardson. "It's a gamble, but I think a
good one."

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Perspective" page by writing letters to the editor. We
psild letters on a variety or topics, provided they comply with the following
all letters must be signed by the writer, with the
writer's address and telephone number included in case verification is
necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters must not
be mote than SOO wools. Letters should be typewriUen and doublespaced 11 possible. We reserve the right to condense or reject any letter
and to limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.

Things we do for entertainment
Sometimes people do strange
things for entertainment, or at
least I think they are strange.
And trust me, I know. I am
among the weird.
After 17 years, one of my
dreams came true this weekend. I
got tickets to see my favorite
NFL team — the Pittsburgh
Steelers.
our buggy with all the goodies:
(Don't say. _a -word. They
haven't been the greatest team in
We got these huge gloves with a
a while, but like any true fan, I'm' Realm camouflage design, little
waiting for another Terry
pouches you put in your shoes to
Bradshaw.)
keep your toes toasty, huge parkAs last week crawled by, I kept
as and earmuffs.
tuning in to the Weather Channel
As we head hack to try on all
for updates on the forecast in the
our cool stuff, I wondered if I'd
city where my dream was to be
be able to move with all of it on.
realized — Cincinnati.
Layer after layer I got all padAbout Thursday, things were
ded up. By the time I had finlooking a little nippy. Friday I
ished winterizing, I couldn't bend
headed to Lexington, where I
over tt tie my shoes.
spent the weekend with my sister.
• Then, it was time to pack the
Friday night the snow came.
car and head to Cincinnati.
Saturday, the snow continued.
When we finally got there
I started to worry the frigid temp- (that's a whole other story), I felt
eratures would not go'away and I
like a little dough girl. I could
would be a little Popsicle
barely keep my arms down at my
Sunday.
sides because of all the clothes.
So, like any innovative young
But who cares, I was just a few
woman, I headed to the local
blocks away from the Steclers.
Wal-Mart to look for additional
When we were approaching the
winter wear.
stadium, my sister, who is very
Jackpot.
vogue, was concerned that our
They have all these nifty
camouflage accessories were a
devices to ward off bone-chilling
huge fashion faux pas.
winds. They even have little seats
She changed her mind when 15
to keep your buns warm.
mph winds slapped us in the face.
My sister and I started filling
Her mind was eased when we

LO

-beaded to our seats and- saw not
only camouflage but also deerhunter orange. People had blankets spread across three or four
seats. Those who weren't chugging beer where thriving on hot
chocolate.
As I looked around, everyone
was bundled up except for those
idiots you see on television who
have on t-shirts and boxers and
are screaming obnoxiously and
spilling beer on everyone.
As we settled in and tried out
our fanny furnace, I thought the
day would be a huge success. My
sister and I wrapped up in blankets, I adjusted my fake rabbit fur
earmuffs and tightened the strings
on my hood. I'm sure I looked
like a total moron.
Then it hit.
I had to go to the bathroom.
Now, as any female knows, going
to the restroom in a busy, public
place is traumatizing. However,
trying to cram into a dinky stall
with 50 pounds of clothes is an
absolute nightmare.
But, when nature calls, one has

Tobacco tax hike
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Tobacco marketing time looms,
and Kentucky's burley growers
are again worried about price.
Not this year's crop price — it
should at least be equal to last
year, many believe — but the
price of cigarettes after the federal excise tax on each pack is
raised.
Whether the tax will go up is
not much in dispute. "I think it's
a question of how much," said
state Rep. Adrian Arnold, a
Democrat who raises tobacco and
beef cattle on 130 acres in Montgomery County.
President Clinton has proposed
quadrupling the federal tax to 99
cents a pack to help finance
health care.
Lawmakers from Kentucky and
other tobacco states are fighting
the tax increase and hoping to
whittle it. Many on the other side
want more — as much as $2 a
pack.
The theory on both sides is that
cigarette consumption will go
down as cigarette taxes go up and
more smokers are forced by rising prices to kick the habit.
The proposed tax hike is just
the latest in a series of unsettling,
even traumatic events for burley
growers since the early 1980s.
But, Ill an industry never before
characterized by strategic 'planning, it bas prompted a lot of
people to rethink the future.

What they see is a future with
less tobacco, though not devoid.
They also see small farmers
whose association with tobacco is
measured in generations, who
have remained farmers because
of tobacco, and who are illprepared and unequipped for a
plunge into anything else.
So, a second front is forming
in the battle over the excise tax: a
fight to get a share of the proceeds to help tobacco growers
diversify into crops that could
partly offset a loss of tobacco
income.
A proposal to that effect — a

answer.

•

unbUndle and head
down to find the facilities. Then
we wait. Yes, ladies, you know
the wait.
After all was said and done, I
was able to relayer and return to
my seat.
Then it hit.
The hunger pain.
I mean, who can be around all
those chili dogs and peanuts and
not feel the need to completely
pig out.
So we headed for the concession stand, where we spent a
small fortune on junk food. Pretzels, dogs with the works, peanuts and popcorn overflowed
from our box.
Dilemma.
With those , huge camouflage
gloves, I couldn't grip anything.
But, of course, nothing stands
between me and food, so I
dcgloved.
When we made it hack to our
seats in the nose-bleed section, I
happily munched away and yelled
for my team — even as I was trying to chew.
Problem. It was so cold that by
the time, I got to the pretzel, it
was almost frozen. But, who
cares, it wasn't the warmth or
quality of the food, it was where
I was consuming it.
Life just doesn't get much better than that.
SO, we

then what?

trust fund for "reinvestment" in
tobacco regions — is being
thrashed out by the Community
Farm Alliance and a host of other
groups that literally cover the
spectrum of agricultural interests.
The idea is to draw up a plan
that tobacco-state congressmen
can use in negotiations with the
Clinton administration.
The trust fund is envisioned as
the key to developing an infrastructure that is sorely needed but
woefully lacking. It is not enough
to grow, for example, tomatoes
and bell peppers in commercial
quantities. There must be a way

Attention Washington!
U.S. REP. Tom BARLOW
1533 Longworth Office Building. Washington D.C. 20515
502.444-7216 (Paducah) or 202-225-3115 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. WEWDELL FORD
1'73A Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
202-224-4343 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. MITCH MeCONNELL
120 Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
502-442-4554 (Paducah) or 202-224-2541 (Washington)

to collect, pack, process and
market them.
Small farmers "are a resource
for consumers in this part of the
country," said Hal Hamilton, the
alliance's executive director in
Berea.
"Our goal is to do as much as
we can so as many as possible of
the farmers and their kids have an
opportunity to stay on the land
and make a living," Hamilton
said.
The alliance opposes any
increase in the excise tax but recognizes that, nationally, the tide
of public opinion is rolling the
other way,
"It's probably the only tax
increase anybody's ever proposed
that has a 70 percent approval
rating," Hamilton said.
"Even though we're against
the tax ... there's a role for government in investing in the infrastructure that's needed to create
new opportunities for farmers,"
Hamilton said.
But it will be a painful process.
"It's hard to get a tobacco farmer to change to other crops,"
said Arnold, the legislator. "It's
a heritage that they have. They
know what they're doing, and
they don't have to go out and
develop markets."
Charles Wolfe is a statehouse
reporter for The Associated
Press.
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TODAY
CALENDAR
171..A JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
Singles (SOS) will meet Tuesday
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will Tuesday. Nov. 9, at 7
p.m. at Chamber of Commerce Centre. "Getting Involved" will be
the program by Doll Redick. The SOS is a nonprofit, nondenominational, support and social group for single adults, whether always
singk,-separated: divorced or widowed. For more information Call
Jeanne, 753-0224, or Linda, 437-4414.

Genealogical Society will meet
Calloway County Genealogical Society will meet Tuesday, Nov.
9. The group will meet first at 2:30 p.m. at Pogue Library, Murray
State University, and then meet at 4 p.m. for a business meeting in
the Annex of Calloway County Public Library. Members arc asked
to note the change in date and times.

South Murray Club will meet
South Murray Homemakers Club will meet Tuesday, Nov. 9, at
11 a.m. at Louie's Steak House on North 12th Street. At the rktober meeting Zeffie Woods presented a lesson on "Fabric Gifts For
All Seasons." She said each one should keep a list of gifts given
each year. One guest was Jean Cloar.

Hollyberry Bazaar Saturday
The Hollyberry Bazaar and Tea Room will be Saturday, Nov. 13.
at 8 a.m. at First Presbytenan Church, 16th and Main Streets, Murray. On sale will be a wide variety of crafts, Christmas decorations,
and baked goods, as well as a selection of antiques and collectibles.

Sugar Plum Bazaar planned at St. Leo's
The Ladies' Guild of St. Leo's Catholic Church has been busy
preparing for its annual Sugar Plum Bazaar to be held Saturday,
Nov. 13, from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. at the Parish Center. Crafts and
homebaked goods will be available. A chili lunch will be s'erved
from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.

Good Shepherd plans bazaar
Good Shepherd United Methodist Church will have its third
annual Christmas Bazaar on Saturday, Nov. 13, from Fr a.m. to 2
p.m. at the church on Highway 121 South at Cherry Corner Road.
Featured will be Angels with different kinds, Snow-Flake Cafe,
Christmas Shop, Calico Shop, Wood Shop, Bake Shop and Granny's Attic. An antique quilt and antique pillow case dolls will be in
the Claico Shop.

South Pleasant Grove plans bazaar
The United Methodist Women of South Pleasant Grove Church
will have its holiday bazaar on Saturday, Nov. 13, from 9 a.m. to 1
p.m. at Calloway County Public Library. All types of handcrafted,
Christmas related, items will be on sale, along with many home
baked items. Hot spiced tea will be served.

Ladies' Thanksgiving luncheon planned
Murray Country Club will have its annual Ladies' Thanksgiving
luncheon on Wednesday, Nov. 10, at noon at the club. A fashion
show by Expressions, Melva Cooper, director, will be presented.
The luncheon price will be $6.50 per 'person and reservations must
be made by Tuesday, Nov. 9, by calling 753-6113. Bridge will be
played at 9:30 a.m, with reservations and cancellations to be made
with Eva Morris at 753-8584.

Calloway Athletic Boosters to meet
Calloway County, Athletic Boosters will meet Tuesday, Nov. 9,
at 7 p.m. at the office of-Calloway County Board of Education.
Everyone interested in participating in athletic support activities is
encouraged to attend. The boosters expressed thanks to all the individuals who have helped make so many events so successful this
fall. "Let's keep up the good work through the winter and spring,"
a booster said.

THEOS meeting on Tuesday
THEOS, a support group for widowed men and women, will
meet Tuesday, Nov. 9, at 2 p.m. in Annex of Calloway County
Public Library. "Coping with the Holidays" will be program led by
Opal Howard. The THEOS name, a registered trademark, stands for
"They Help Each Other Spiritually." This is a mutual self-help
group which has provided a supportive, educational and nonsectarian spiritual program for the widowed since 1962. For information call Dr. David Roos, 753-3824, Lillian Steele, 753-2875,
Opal Howard, 753-1998, Reita Moody, 753-0172, or Karen Isaacs,
753-2411.

Coffee Break Tuesday
A Coffee Break will be at Martin's Chapel United Methodist
Church on Tuesday. Nov. 9, at 9:30 a.m. This weekly event is for
all interested persons who meet for Bible study and refreshments.

Parents Anonymous Tuesday
The local chapter of Parents Anonymous has meet Tuesday, Nov.
9, at 6 p.m. For more information call 753-0082.

Moeda', !Sow. $
Agoraphobia Anziely PANIC Disorder
Support Group06:30 p.m./Calloway County Public LibrarY Info/753-1907.
Suburban H•memalters Club/7
pm/borne of Sue Adams.
Murray Middle School Site-Based Decision Making Council/7 p in./school
Calloway Ceautty/7 p.m./Fire District
2/New Concord Station.
Sigma Departmest ol Murray Woman's
Oub/7 p.m./dub house.
Memorial Baptist Church events include
Expenenc.ing Go4/7 p.m.; Puppets/8 p.m.
Fine Lulled Methodist °notch events
Include. Manic Belle Hayes/9:30 a.m.;
Reach-Out Callers I/4 p.m.: Adult Disciple Bible Study* p.m.
First Chriatiao Church evenu include
Boy Scout 77 at 6:30 p.m./ Stewardship
Committee with Darrel McFerron/6:30
pm
Single Too/7 pm/Louie's Steak House.
Info/Wynnona, 753-7845 or Joe.
1-527-9177.
Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m./Education Unit, Murray-Calloway
County Hospital
First Christi's Church events include
Boy Scout Troop 77 at 6 30 pm. EMO
Stewardship Committees at hme of Ken
Evans/7 pm
West Kentucky Playwrights Support
Group/7 p m /Playhouse in the. Park
greenroorn. Free
Alcoholic Anonymous closed discussion
meeting/1 pm /American Legion Building, South Sixth and Maple Streets.
Info/7534136 or 435-4314_
Hardin City Council/6 p.m./Hardin City
Hall.
Bingo/Water Valley Volunteer Fire
Department/6 30 p m./Water Valley Community Center.
PAL (Purchase AIDS Usk) Support
Group/7 p m /Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
Info/1-444 2685
Epilepsy Foisodatioa of Welters Ken-.
lucky Self-Ilelp Group/7 p.m /basement
classroom/Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah
Tuesday. Nov. 9
Calloway County Fiscal Court/I
p.m /office of Judge/Executive George
Weak s.
Calloway County Athletic Boosters/7
p.m ./office of Board of Education.
-Calloway County Public Library events
'include Perents and Twos/9:30 a.m. and
Story Hour/10 30 a.m.
Calloway County Genealogical Society/
2:30 p.m./Pogue Library, Murray State
University; 4 p.m./,Annex of Calloway
County Public Library.
Social Security representative/10:30
am -12.30 pm /Calloway County Public
Library.
Discipline/Positive Parenting
Classes/12:30 pm /Glendale Road Church
of Chnst, 6 30 p.m./East Elementary.
Info/753-3070, Family Resource Center,
Murray Star Chapter No 433 Order of
the Eastern Star/7:30 p.m./Masonic
Temple.
Bingo/7 p.m./Knights of Columbus
building.
Parents Anonymous/6 p.m.
Info/753-0082.
Coffee Break/9 30 a m./Martin's Chapel
United Methodist ()lurch.
Murray TOPS Chapter. Kentucky 034,
First Presbyterian Church/6 p.m.
Hardin TOPS Chapter open house/7-8
p.m./Hardin I.ibrary. Info/1-527-7098.
Murray Lions Club/6:30 p m /Murray
Woman's Club house.
THEOS/2 p.m /Annex of Calloway County Public Library.
Faculty recital by Kay Bates. mezzosoprano, and Richard Scott, piano./8
p.m./Farrell Recital Hall, Doyle Fine Arts
Center. Murray State University. Admission free.

•
Tweaday, Nov. 9
Prayer Coffee of Murray Christian
Wooten't C1ub10 am/home of Melva
Cooper.
Murray Branch of AAUW/6:30
p.m /Hong Kong Restaurant,
Magi= Organizatiosal Society (SOS)/7
p.m /Chamber of Commerce. trifo/Jeanne,
753-0224, or Linda, 437-4414.
South Murray Homemakers Club/11
a.m /Louie's Steak House_
Wadesboro Homemakers Club/11
a.m./Sirloin Stockade.
Grain Marketing Seminar/7
p.m./Calloway County High School Ain- where Departrnerit. Dealer/senior activities)') 30 a m. Info/
Elsie Spnnger, 474-8075
Weskit Crater/open 8 a m -4 pm/Ice
senior citizens' activities.
Haul Center/open 10 a m -2 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities,
Akoholics Amooymous/opai meeting/8
p.m./Amencan Legion Hall, South Sixth
and Maple Streets, Murray.
Cardiac Support Group/10 a.m./board
room of Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
Alzheimer's Disease Information
meeting/4:30 p m /Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. Info/762-1100 or
753-5561.
Memorial Baptist Church events include
Eva Wall Mission Group(2 p.m.; Golden
Circle Class meeting/5:30 p.m.
First United Methodist events include
Tucker/Frost Circle to meet at church
parking 1(1./10 a.m. to go to Ruth Wnght
home.
First Christian Church events include
Prayer for youth/7 a m.; CWI' Group I/10
a.m. with Helen Bennett; CWF Group
11/1030 am /log Cabin Restaurant; CW1'
Group inn 10 p.m. with Helen Campbell.
First Baptist Church events include
Mothers' Day Ouo9 am. and 3 pm.;
Estelle Gray Mission Group/9_30 am
with Ruby Melugin. Saints Alive/11 a.m.;
Sharon Wells %SUM Group/noon with
Estelle Gray; Louella Beddoe Mission
Group/6:V pm. with Janet Shepherd.
St. John Episcopal Church events
include Evening Prayer/5:15 pm.
Study Abroad Falr/11 am .1 p.m./Cums
Center dance lounge. Murray Stare Uni
vervity. Info/762-3125.
Regional Trombone Workshop/4.7
-p.m./Wrather West Kentucky Museum,
MSU. Admission free.
Four Rivers Manufacturing Councty
and MSU special program/starting 3
p.m./Collins Center for Industry and
Technology. Info/762-4190.
K.N.B. EFX special progream/7
p.m/Curris Center Theater. Murray State
University. Info/762-6951.
AERHO TV Auctio*/7-10 p.m./Cable
Channel II.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/open
830 a m -4:15 pm.

Concord Club meets
The October meeting of New over half of the 30 gift items in
Carcord Homemakers was held the lesson. Patterns for all 30
at the home of the club secretary, items in the lesson were distributed to the 11 members present.
Vita Duignan.
Hazel Matthai, president,
Claudia Castono, Murray State
University senior nursing student reported on the county annual
and Lourdes Hospital nurse, pre- meeting. Plans were made for
sented an informative talk on the -Several club members to attend
latest information on breast the Purchase Area meeting at
cancer. She supplemented her South Fulton, Tenn. Order sheets
talk with charts, pictures and a for poinsettia sale were distributed and gifts for patients at
video.
The devotion was read by Peg- • Western State Hospital were
gy Mitchell from material pre- - discussed.
Members were reminded that
pared by Lillie Fuqua. Barbara
French gave the treasurer's dues must in the Extension Office
report. A collection was taken for tvfore Nov. 25. Names were
drawn for secret pals.
the Sunshine Fund.
The club will meet Wednesday,
"Fabric Gifts From the Sewing
Machine" was the major lesson Nov. 10, at 10 a.m. at the home
presented by Nelda Cook, clo- of Betty Kirkenmeicr. Coat Hanthing chairman. She had made ger Christmas Trees will be made
and demonstrated how to make before having a "brown bag"
lunch.

Pottertown
Club meets

Nnmf FROM PFAFF
t

- • 11111111rwru.7.

Wanda Dixon, president, presided at the September.and October meetings of the Pottertown
Homemakers Club held at Holiday Inn..
"Gifts for the Kitchen" was the
the lesson given by Lottic Hurt in
September. "Fabric Gifts from
the Sewing Machine" was the
October lesson given by Bobbie
Cook.
Lurene Cooper gave the devotion. She also read a letter on
"Treating Others As You Would
Like To Be Treated." A gift of
money was sent to Western State
Hospital.
Reports were given by Kay
Carlson, secretary, and Mary
Moore, treasurer. Mrs. Dixon
read a letter on "What Volunteers
Were."
Singing was led by Mrs. Coopcr. Recreation was conducted by
Anita Purvis. Also present were
Nancy Wright, Mary Hopson and
Lavine Carter.
The club will meet Wednesday,
Nov. 10, at the Holiday Inn,

The ultimate
fechro/ogy for the
u/limate creativity!
• Over SOO buuto stitches inclad•ng
30

Mao Sotchos up to flOrnm

• Multi drectioni6

fabric

wide

feeding

more lbw 20 diffwent

sews in
directions

• creative

Dell,gner let! yOu 04Mite

our own stAches
• "Sensonnatic* buttonhole system
sews exact buttonholes eyerytime.
On any fabric
• 6 alphabets, including two sizes of
Maxi Monogeams

Plus much more.
Stop in for a free
demonstration'

Senior Employment meeting
will be held on Wednesday
Participants in the Senior
Employment Program will meet
Wednesday. Nov. 10, at 1 p.m. in
the Senior Center in Weaks Community Center, 607 Poplar St.,
Murray.
"Obtaining and 'Retaining A
Job" will be the subject of the
program.
Vocational training offered
throkgh the Senior Employment
Prognm inclues et-tPfied Nurses
Aide, Certified Medical Aide,
Receptionist, Clerk, Secretary,

The Pfaff
creative ® 7550

Child Care, and Security Guard.
The Senior Employment Program is funded through the Job
Training Partnership Act, through
the West Kentucky Private Industry Countil, in cooperation with
the Purchase Area Development
District.:

English's
Sewing
Machine
1-800-599-U-SEW
1-800-788-6106

When it comes to skin care it's never
too early - or too late - to get started.
Call for your free lesson today. 753-6926

MERLE noRmArtSTUDIO
Bel-Air Center

We know how beautiful you can

Wadesboro Club meets
Pawnee Bedwell presented the
lesson on "Gifts From Your Sewing Machine" at the October
meeting of Wadesboro Homemakers Club held at Sirloin
Stockade.
She was assisted in the presentation by Faustinc Walker. Many
items were shown by Mrs. Bedwell and Mrs. Walker.
Grace Parker gave the devotion
from Psalms 92. Emma Lou
Albin was added as a new
member.
Six members attended the area
meeting at South Fulton,
Imogene Palmer, president,
reported that Calloway homcmak-

ers will be selling poinsettias
again this year. The club will
help with presents for patients at
Western State Hospital.
Also present were Elaine Collins, LaVerne Hardie, Elaine
Jones, Della Outland, Betty Palmer, and Ruby Burchett.
The club will meet Tuesday,
Nov. 9, at 11 a.m. at Sirloin
Stockade.

a
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JCPENNEY STYLING SALON
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TOPS will meet Tuesday
Murray TOPS Club, Kentucky #34, will meet Tuesday, Nov. 9,
at First Presbyterian Chtoth, Main and 16th Streets, Murray. Weigh
ins begin at 6 p.m. and meeting at 7 p.m.

Christmas
Portraits
Photo Greeting Cards
Oik

Call Now For Your Family's Appointment

,,gt-dfica/dyai
WEDDINGS AND PORTRAITS
1608 North, 121 Bypass
753-0035

Selections is pleased to
announce that Deborah
Rutledge, bride-elect of
Jonathon Mennuti, has
joined our bridal registry
by choosing silver
phated flatware by \
Reed & Barton.

35clalions
Mon.-Sat.
10 a.m.-5 p.m.
P.. Dixieland Ctr 75.3-8808 Chestnut St

We are pleased to
announce that Amy
brideWesterfield,
elect of Rick Grogan,has
made her china, crystal
and accessory selec10 lions from our gifts of
destinction from the
Southwest.
A my and Rick will be
married Dec. 18. 1993.

1
14
4
4
4
4

Casa
deL SoL >,<

WHY WAIT?
Get the great-looking Quantum
Perm" you've been waiting for.
At a price that's hard to resist.
Regularly priced $45-S60 - this
week,just 39.99-81.99. Includes
shampoo, haircut, and style.
Monday-Tuesday-Wednesday 104;
Thursday & Friday 94;
Saturday 94; Sunday 1-5
No Appcm•nent Nociossary, Call 7594811

For the salon nearest you,
call 1-600-542-5565.
Long heor,And doossAn romps •xtr• cheep* Off..
wipers* Noyernbet 13, 1003

1100

Chestnut St.
753- 1133
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Racers send Eagles on familiar ride
MSU tops Morehead 39-0
By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor

Holyfield
chutes down
champ Bowe

Morehead Si
Iaurzr
l_%cGowsn

0 0 00—c
12 13 14 0-30
20 pees froth Rodney
MUR—Rodney 24 pass trorn McGowan
I/UR—Sand V run
MUR—Msso4 14 pass from Mosby (Dill

Whether it was Senior Day or
Arbor Day, in front of a crowd of
1,603 or 16,000, taturclay, Nov.
luc*
IiIUR—Meson 18 sass from Rodney (Die
6,- 1993 was a long time corning
luck)
for several Murray State football
MUR—Cox 1 run (Dill kick)
A—I,792
players.
Finally, after two miserable
MORE HEAD
MURRAY
16
First downs
21
attempts, the Racers - gradually
47-164
Rusnes-yards
43-183
began chipping away at the ice
Passing
166
233
Return Yards
30
5
that preserved the program's
Cane An-Int
12-30-3
15 24-1
Punts
darkest day — November 3-;
6-134
4-138
6-2
Fumbles-Lost
2-1
1990.
14-119
Penalties-Yards
10-105
31 -05
Time of Possession
"It feels damn good," Racer
28 55
• • • •
defensive end Joe Lepsis said
INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
with a satisfied smile. "It's a long
RUSHING — (1.4oreeiead Si.) Cross 8-57,
Williams 10-15, Bruton 7-V (Murray S4.)
(bus) ride because I've been on
McGowan 8-50, Bland 2-33. Turner 7-30
PASSING — (Morehead St-) IP/Miami
it. I know how they feel right
fl-2$-2 t48 (Murrwy
) , Rodney 1247-0now.
190.
"Especially the seniors, we
RECEIVING—Morehead St.. Mason 5-94,
Hall 3-53, McGowan 2-37 Murray St.. Sisremember the 69-6 game," Lepsis
yens 3-S1, Sapen 2-49, Kinthen 2-22
continued. "I've been wanting to
get them back ever since. I'm
glad I finally got the chance."
in high school when Morehead
No, after Murray State's 39-0
was kicking the Racers around its
dismantling of Morehead State, mountain.
there was no pity on behalf of
Freshman quarterback Cory
some Racer seniors.
Rodney threw two touchdown
"I've never said anything bad
passes in his first-ever start. Rooabout anybody, but I sure hope
kie wide receiver Norman Mason
they have a nice bpi ride home caught two TD passes. Freshman
today," senior guard Norman
defensive back Larry Kendall
Mims said in his attempt at sarblocked a punt while fellow frosh
casm. "Over the past years. I
William Hampton picked up his
don't know what has happened. third interception of the year.
We should've been beating them
Yet, the game was for the 11
like this all along."
seniors who ended their threeHouston Nutt was an assistant game losing streak to Morehead
at Arkansas on the unforgettable in their final home games in Roy
afternoon. Revenge, to him, isn't Stewart Stadium. They also
as important as rebuilding.
ended the team's two-game los"This is a new team, Morehead ing streak.
hasn't played us yet," the first"I was really concerned after
year coach said after his team the Eastern Kentucky game, I
halted Morehead's three-year thought it was over," Nuu said in
dominance of the Racers. "It was his post-game press conference.
evident today. This is a different -They left everything right out
club...much different."
here (field) because they
Different because most of the expected to beat Eastern Kenplayers that played key roles in tucky. I was really scared at TenSaturday's win were sophomores nessee Tech, the weather was

Perhaps the only thing more
frightening than a paraglider
dropping unannounced into the
middle of Saturday night's
title fight would ,have been if
the paraglider turned Out to be
Don King.

•

•

•

•

•

•

Louisville's step up shattered
by Shuler in Vols' 45-10 victory
KNOXVILLE, Tenn.(AP) — Louisville had its chance for the
highest ranking in school history only to see it slip away in
36 -minutes under a 21-point outburst by No. 6 -Tennessee.
The Vols rode the arm of Heath Shuler and those three quick
touchdowns, one on a fumble recovery and another on a punt
return, to a deceptive 45-10 victory over the Cardinals Saturday.
"I'm thoroughly disgusted," said Louisville coach Howard
Schnelleriberger. "We're a better team than we demonstrated out
there tonight. This was our opportunity to step up in class and be
recognized, and we didn't handle it."
The Cardinals (7-2) entered the game ranked 13th but fell to No.
20 with the loss. Tennessee moved up a slot from No., 7.
The Vols led 24-3 when Jeff Brohm brought the Cardinals back
on an 83-yard drive to pull within 24-10 early in the fourth period.
Then the Cardinals gambled and won. Samuel Madison recovered an onside kick at the Tennessee 38.
But two plays later, DeRon Jenkins picked off a Brobm pass and
returned it to the Tennessee 29. The Vols drove to the score on
James "Little Man" Stewart's 3-yard run with 8:51 to play.

JIM
LITKE
AP Columnist

ArStokl
DAVID RAMEWledger & Times photo

Murray State quarterback Cory Rodney throws upfleid during Murray State's 39-0 win over Morehead State
Saturday at Stewart Stadium. The freshman quarterback threw for two touchdowns in the Racer victory.
horrible — rainy, cold.
"I really challenged them this
week — 'Guy's, it will probably
be snowing and raining again.
What are we going to do? Arc we
gonna let the seniors go out the
right way or shut it down for the
year?' We had a little heart to
heart and the attitude took over in
a lot of ways. I think that's how
you describe this group."
Rodney, starting- for a banged
up Butch Mosby, was shaky on
his first series but found the mark
the rest of the day. He threw a
20-yard touchdown pass to Waynee McGowan on the game's sec-

ond series and caught a 24-yard
halfback pass from McGowan on
the next drive.
"I wasn't really nervous
because Coach did such a good
job getting me prepared," said
Rodney, 12 of 17 for 190 yards
on the day. "I watched a lot of
film with Coach Nutt and he did
a great job getting me ready."
Leading 12-0 in the first quarter, Murray State was just beginning to make Morchcad's fivehour bus ride home miserable.
Starting quarterback Adam
McCormack left the field with an
injury after his second series. He

had already thrown one interception to set up the Racers' first
score and his replacement had an
even worse time.
Backup quarterback Ray Williams was sacked twice, intercepted twice and spent most of
the day running for his life.
"The biggest thing was the turnovers and just being aggressive," Nutt said of his defense,
which handed Morehead a shutout for the second week in a row.
"We hit the right gaps and had
aggressiveness and quickness.
II See Page 7

Wildcats angry after Vandy loss
By MIKE EMBRY
AP SportS Writer

we'll make the most of it in a done that."
positive way."
Curry praised the defensive
The players wouldn't comment play as one "with tremendous
on what happened in the locker- determination and courage" in
room after the game, and Curry
not allowing the Commodores an
refused to disclose any details on offensive touchdown.
Sunday.
"It was one of the most coura"It's like talking about family
geous defensive performances I
business," he said. "It's can recall," he said.
nobody's business but ours."
But the Kentucky offense,.he
And Curry added, "I've never said, was "very sporadic. We had
been on a good team that didn't key plays which we did not make
have it."
that could have won the game."
Asked if he was worried that
Curry singled out the running
his players would dwell on the
back Moe Williams and guard
Vanderbilt game while preparing
Barry Rich on offense and linefor East Carolina, this week, he
backer Marty Moore and end
said, "You have to get those
things aired out, and we have • See Page 7

LEXINGTON, Ky. ---- The
Kentucky Wildcats were angry
young men after losing to
Vanderbilt.
The Kentucky lockerroom was
a hostile environment following
the 12-7 loss to the Commodores
on Saturday.
"It's important for everyone to
understand that there is not dissension on the team," Kentucky
coach Bill furry said during his
Sunday teleconference. "There's
a lot of emotion and energy that
goes with the lockerroom after a
loss.
"I welcome what I saw, and

Landry has day in Big D; Shula waits
The Associated Press
Tom Landry took his place of
honor while Don Shula must wait
at least another week before taking his place in history.
Shula remained tied with
George Halas as the NFL's winningest coach with 324 victories
when the Miami Dolphins lost to
the New York Jets 27-10 Sunday.
"I hoped to pass it today and
get it out of the way. The record
that is important is the record of
the football team," Shula said.
Shula will get another chance
next Sunday in Philadelphia
against the Eagles.
Landry, meanwhile, returned to
Texas Stadium for the first time
since he was fired as coach of the
Dallas Cowboys. Landry was

lured back for "my last hurrah"
to see his name unveiled as the
eighth member of the Cowboys'
Ring of Honoor.
"I have no animosity," Landry
said. "I'm happy with the way
the Cowboys are going now. The
hard feelings are over."
Landry coached the Cowboys
for their first 29 seasons and won
270 games. He led Dallas to five
Super Bowls, including a victory
over Shula and the Dolphins 24-3
in the sixth title game.
Landry watched first-hand as
his successor, Jimmy Johnson,
guided the defending Super Bowl
champion Cowboys past the New
York Giants 31-9 for their sixth
straight win.
Dallas quarterback Troy Aik-

Mayfield. Golf &
• Country Club
•
•
•

•

Winter Green Fee

$12
•

man, however, left early in the
4seconci half with a slightly
strained left hamstring.
"There's no tear. We want to
see how he responds in 24 to 48
hours. It will tell us more. But I
wouldn't rule out the possibility
he will play next week against

Mayfield

struggled for the first time for
Miami (6-2). He was 23-for-44
for 293 yards, although much of
it came after the game had been
decided.

Jets 27, Dolphins 10
The Jets beat Shula and the
Dolphins for the second time this
Cowboys 31, Giants 9
season. The Jets have won 21
Dallas
got off to a good start as
times against Shula, more than
Aikman completed his first 10
any other team, including an
passes, two of them to Alvin Harupset over his Baltimore Colts in
per for touchdowns. Aikman hurt
the third Super Bowl.
his hamstring while running away
The loss in East Rutherford,
from
defensive end Keith Hamil28-21-1
lifetime
Shula
N.J., made
ton with 9:30 left in the third
against the Jets.
quarter and the Cowboys ahead
Boomer Esiason completed
17-6.
23-of-32 passes for 256 yards and
Jason Garrett replaced Aikman
three touchdowns for the Jets
and completed 5 of 6 passes for
(4-4).
34 yards. Ile guided Dallas on its
Scott Mitchell, who took over
last
two touchdown drives, both
Marino
and
Dan
for the injured
became the AFC Offensive Player of the Month for October, •See Page 7

Tires at
Pocket Pleasing
Prices!

WAREHOUSE TIRE

Week Days Only)

1301 West Broadway

•

Phoenix," Cowboys trainer
Kevin O'Neill said.

Sunday's Games
Beak) 13, New England 10, OT
Denver 29, Cleveland 14
Dallas 31, New York Giants 9
Pittsburgh 24. Cincinnati 16
San Diego 30, Minnesota 17
Houston 24, Sean kt 14
Detroit 23, Tampa Bay 0
LA Raiders 16, Chicago 14
New York Jets 27, Miami 10
Phoenix 16, Philadelphia 3
Washington 30, Incianapois 24
Monday's Gems
Green Bay at Kansas City, 8 p m.

400 Industrial Rd. * 753-1111

We can — for a moment
anyway-- make light of what
happened because no one was
seriously injured. This time.
Still, just when everyone
assumed that locking the
electric hairsman and his
crooked henchmen out meant
it was safe to go back in the
ring, along comes someone
even hairier.
Evander Holyfield, the former and once-again heavyweight champ-ion, saw the
invader before his opponent
did, little more than a minute
into the seventh round. And
even as Holyfield backed up,
astonished yet trying to avoid
getting hit by Riddick Bowe,
visions of what happened to
Monica Seles last April '
popped into his head.
"I didn't know what was
happening and I was trying to
get away," he recalled. "I did
think about that tennis lady
being -subbed, and I didn't
know who was he coming
after„, me or Bowe."
No motive for the drop-in is
known yet, but it's no good to
laugh and say it's just boxing
or a harmless publicity stunt.
And apparently, it's no longer
enough to post guards at the
gates. The way things are
escalating, it's either going to
be marksmen on the roofs or
the players in a television studio and everyone else on payper-view.
Three people were carried
away on stretchers from the
parking lot-turned-fight arena
in the evening chill of the
Vegas desert, but all were out
of the hospital by early Sunday. It could have been worse.
Two of them — Bowe's
pregant wife Judith and his
trainer, 82-year-old Eddie
Futch — fainted momentarily,
overcome by the bewildering
turn of events. The third, paraglider James Miller, suffered
minor injuries after being
dragged into the crowd and
catching several hard shots
from someone wielding a
walkie-talkie.
Miller was charged initially
with "dangerous flying," a
misdemeanor, and released
after posting $200 bail. There
was speculation felony charges
of public endangerment might
follow, but a police department spokesman said Sunday
any further charges would
have to come from the district
attorney's office.
Naturally, Rock Newman,
Bowe's manager, favored
something quicker — and
stronger. After wading into the
crowd administering frontier
justice to Miller, he had this
advice for prosecutors: "I
think he should be charged
with attempted murder."
If large chunks of this story
sound familiar, they should.
In the first inning of Game
IM See Page 7

Seafood
Favorites Special Good Everyday
Catfish & Fried Shrimp Combo
FABULOUS VARIETY OF SEAFOODS

-

Fri. &,Sat. Seafood Buffet
Wet

$8"—

tutu ftis

Open Mon. thru Sat. at 4 p.m.
Hwy. 641 North • 758-4141 • Murray, Ky.
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III Racers send...
FROM PAGE 6
That's what we had to have."
Senior cornerback Jermain
Scott picked off two Eagle passes
on the day.
"Coach Nun told us he wanted
at least three turnovers," Scott
said. "Ever)time we got a turnover we came over to the sidelines
and he (Nutt) was holding up
another finger.
"We were looking for turnovers," Scou added. "I don't think
we've really been looking for turnovers in the last few gaines.
Today, we were ball conscious."
Morehead managed 253 total
yards, but only cracked the Racers' 20 on their last'possession. It
was Murray's first shutout over a
Division I-AA opponent since
1987 when they beat Austin Peay
40-0.
Murray took an 18-0 lead when
Timmy Bland raced 27 yards on a
reverse. Going for the two-point
conversion after the previous two
PATs failed, Rodney's pass to
Kris Minnich was overthrown.
The lead grew to 25-0 in the
second quarter when the Racers
turned a Morehead fumble into a
three-play scoring drive.
Mosby, still nursing a sore

we
ler
he ;
L's
if
be

shoulder looked fine on his *-•
14-yard scoring strike to Mason,
but that was his only completion
of the day.
Nutt said he will go with Rodney again next week at Tennessee
State. He hopes Mosby will be
able to start the season finale at
Western Kentucky on Nov. 20.
Nevertheless, Rodney proved
to be a capable replacement.
In the second half, Rodney
found Mason in the left corner of
the end zone for his second TD
strike of the game. Mason finished with five catches for 94
yards.
"Mc and Norman pretty much
think on the same level," said
Rodney, a two-time all-state
quarterback at Bentonvilk, Ark.
"I know what he can do and he
knows what I can do. I think it's
going to be a great combination
over the next few years."
Murray, playing everybody
that dressed for the game, closed
out the scoring in the third quarter when they sent senior fullback
David Cox over from one-yard
out.
"We put it out early," Nutt
said. "Any fire that they had, we
put it out early."

Murray finished with 363 total
yards with eight different receivers catching passes and 10 differnent Racers carrying the ball.
The win allowed the Racers to
finish with a 3-2 home record and
assured them of no less than a
.500 OVC record.

Murray State
University
N.I.RA. Rodeo

SCOREBOARD
Jane Rogers Ins.

Thursday, Friday & Saturday
Nov. 18-20, 7:30 p.m.

'See me let all your family insurance needs'
305 N. 12th St., Murray
(next ID Century 21)

West Kentucky Livestock Show
and Exposition. Center

753-9627

&OM

Lute a good neighbor,
State Farm is there.

(College Farm Rd.)

State Farm Insurance Companies
Horn. Offices: Bloomington, Illinois

FREE ADMISSION TO ANY CHILD (5-12)
WHO DRESSES UP LIKE
A RODEO CLOWN ON
4;(:-•.' -SAT., NOV. 20
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•Holyfield chutes...
FROM PAGE 6
6 of the 1986 World Sesies,
soap opera actor Michael Sergio parachuted onto the field
between the mound and first
base at Shea Stadium carrying
a- banner that read "Let's Go
Mets." Though a few of the
ballplayers were amused, a
New York district attorney
named John Santucci was not.
Sergio was charged with
felony reckless endangerment
and criminal trespass, and
soon after other charges were
added. "We're not laughing at
all," Santucci said. "Shea
Stadium is not the new skydiving center of the universe."

"We answered the bell." said
Nutt, sitting in wet clothes after
being doused with ice-cold water
by his team. "A win cures all. It's
just amazing. A win cures a lot of
things."
Particularly those 69-6
nightmares.

That was October. By
December of the same year,
either moved by the Mets'
series win or the spirit of the
season, Sergio plead guilty to
criminal trespassing and prosecutors dropped the remaining
charges.
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COLORING CONTEST!
Children Ages 5-12
'
;
- i,
May Pick Up A Picture
At K-Mart, Murray
..,

X

WIN
A
BICYCLE!

Drop your colored
pisture,off at. K-Mart from
ov. 15 until 130 p.m boy. 20
1st Place - Bicycle ($120.00 value)
2nd Place - MSU Rodeo T-Shirt
3rd Place - MSU Rodeo Cap
(Must Be Present To Win)

New

Aren't You Vcri
Glad There's II\=-I

Jane Rogers Insurance
305 N. 12th (Next To Century 21) 753-9627

'
.1
rr••-747—•.T'

.M.- ti.;4: • .
' •An=m*.:w

WE'VE MOVED!

•Wildcats...
FROM PAGE 6
Zane Beehn on defense as "players that gave us great
performances."
Although the Wildcats managed only one touchdown and
230 total yards, Curry said he
never considered removing quarterback Pookie Jones and inserting Antonio O'Ferral to add some
spark to the offense.
"If Pookie had been playing
poorly, I would have thought
'about it," he said. "A lot of the
'things good that happened were
the result of Pookie Jones."
Kentucky kicker Juha Leonoff
missed field-goal attempts of 38
and 31 yards. He has made five
of 12 this season, but none longer
than 29 yards.

PAINT AND DECORATING
Has joined forces with
Terry's Carpet Outlet
and Furniture Mart

NI Landry...

1
1
—

FROM PAGE 6
capped by short runs by Emmitt
Smith.
Smith rushed for 117 yards on
24 carries despite a bruised
shoulder. The Cowboys are 6-0
since starting 0-2 without Smith.
They moved one game ahead of
New York (5-3) in the NFC East.
The Giants have not scored a
touchdown in two games. Phil
Simms and backup Kent ..:.ahan•
combined to throw for 214 yards
and were sacked five times.
Broncos 29, Browns 14
John Elway picked on one of
his favorite victims, throwing a
season-high three touchdown passes as Denver won in Cleveland.
Elway is 9-2 lifetime against
the Browns, including three dramatic victories in AFC championship games. Overall, the Broncos (5-3) have won 14 of the last
16 against Cleveland (5-3).
Bills 13, Patriots 10
Steve Christie tied it with a
27-yard field goal with 14 seconds left in regulation, then
kicked a 32-yardcr 9:22 into
overtime that led Buffalo over
New England in Foxboro.
The Bills (7-1) came back from
a 10-0 deficit in the fourth quarter and.. won their fifth straight'
game. The Patriots (1-8) have
lost five games by three points or
less, and have dropped four in a
row overall.
Jim Kelly's 46-yard pass to
Andre Reed put the Bills in position for Christie's winning kick.
Buffalo won its first overtime
game of the season, while the
Patriots are 0-2.

Same Great Products!

CARPET
SALE

SALE
lnstock Wallpaper

'499

Starting at

a double

Waverly

KIDS
FURNITURE

Mohawk &
Philadelphia

$ 99
Borders at4

ALL
WALLPAPER
BOOKS

Better Service!

25% oft

$loo
up to

%II

off a yard

Everyday

30% off

Mannington
Armstrong &

Congoleum
Quilters Special
Remnants

'1.00

a Bundle

Stock Vinyl

Metal Bunkbeds
Headboards
Rockers & Hat Tree
Girls' Wicker Beds,
Dressers, Chest of
Drawers, Lingerie
Dresser & Baby Beds
Children's Lamps

Uncle Jeff's Shopping Ctr, • Hwy, 641 South • Murray
753-3321 • 753-2600 • 753-6575
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/FREE GIFT
Mary Kay fragrance gifts
are perfect for everyone on
your list. Select gifts for
holidays, birthdays,
k-sother's Das, father's f)aN,
yseddings graduations or
asion And
any spec ial
Owe gin v.rapping is free!
( all !odds
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Support

Beauty Consultant
Silos Director

Ildeoenclent

753-2207
Career Opportuntty
Available

CRIME WM

summits
Of MURRAY AND CALLOWAY COUNTY INC

Call 753-9500
and remain 'anonymous

D & W Auto Glass Shop
"Check with Bob for the
lowest competitive price"

For Installation and

Service

512 South 12th St., Murray

SerViCeMASTER
Carpet, Furniture
and Drapery Specialists
COMMERICAURESIDENTIAL
ServiceMASTER of the Lakes
759-1707

AN,

Pat Ryan Brewer, 82, Rt. 1, Farmington, formerly of Carroll
County, Tenn., died Sunday at 10:10 a.m. at West View Nursing Home, Murray.
Mr. Brewer served in the U.S. Army Medical Corps during
World War II. retiring as a major. He was a graduate of Murray State University, was principal of the old Atwood High
School in Carroll County, Tenn., for many years, and was a
member of First United Methodist Church, Murray.
Born Jan. 27, 1911, in Calloway County, he was the son of
the late William Carl Brewer and Mary Opal Trevathan Brewer.
His first wife, Mrs. Martha E. Brewer, and one brother, J.
Robert Brewer, preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Katie Harrison Brewer; one
son. Richard E. Brewer, Annandale, Va.; three sisters. Mrs.
fieriest Hester, Rt. 4, Benton, Mrs. Nell Hymds, Greenfield,
Tenn., and Mrs. Sue Gholson, Rt. 1, Paducah; two brothers,
William L. Brewer, Brookside, N.Y., and Thomas Ray Brewer,
Rt. 4, Benton; three grandchildren.
Services will be Tuesday at 11 a.m, in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. Dr. Jerry Jeffords will officiate.
Burial rites will be Tuesday at 2 p.m. at Oak Hill Cemetery,
Huntingdon, Tenn., with the Rev. Bill Bailey officiating.
Friends may call at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m.
today (Monday).

George White

Call 753-4563

'Did you know you can choose the met
funeral arrangements you want?"

George White, 68, Princeton, died Saturday at 10:15 p.m. at
his home. His death followed a long illness.
He was a retired general foreman for Illinois Central and
Gulf Railroad. A Navy veteran of World War II, he was a
member of Midway Baptist Church.
Born Aug. 16. -1925, in Caldwell County, he was the son of
the late George Kelsey White Sr. and Minnie Thomas White.
Also preceding him in death were one daughter, Cindy Ann
McClure, and one son, John G. White.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Jean Carver White; five
daughters, Mrs. Shirley Phillips, Eddyville, Mrs. Vicki Rouse
and Mrs. Terry McClure, Princeton, Mrs. Kathy Juckett, Hopkinsville, and Mrs. Janice Volker, Clarksville, Tenn.; two sons,
George K. White III, Caldwell County, and John Bras White,
Murray; two sisters, Mrs. Opal Vickrey, Princeton, and Mrs.
Catherine Stallins, Caldwell Couunty; two brothers, Edward
Eugene White, Gracey, and Marlin White, Caldwell County; 19
grandchildren; two great-grandchildren; several nieces and
nephews.
Funeral rites will be Tuesday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of
Morgan's Funeral Home, Princeton. The Rev. Jerry Holcman
will officiate. Burial will follow in Millwood Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home from 4 to 9 p.m.
today (Monday).

Gene Ellis (Speedy) Mathis
Gene Ellis (Speedy) Mathis, 58, of Davenport. Iowa, died
early Friday morning at the home of his son in Spring Grove,

4

Keith York, James Coleman and Kelvin York
When you pre-arrange your funeral, all the details are
up to you.
We'll explain your choices to you, and give you the costs. You
make the decisions, so your family won't have to later during a
naturally stressful time.
Then, to make sure they don't inherit a bill, you can pre-pay
your arrangements through the Family Considerations program.
Call or come by today. We'll be happy to help you plan the
arrangements you choose.

Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home. Inc.
Home Owned and Operated
713

South Fourth St.

753-6800

Family Considerations plans are um:fere-mien by UnIted Florally Life
Insurance Company

Mrs. Mattie E. Parker

Pat Ryan Brewer

s) ma.

.r./L.MARY
KAY
..
fAC E BEAL,Ty ADvicfSusan Cunningham

DEATHS

Born March 5, 1935, he was the son of the late Mr. and
Mrs. C.M. Mathis of Murray. One brother, Wayne Mathis, died
Sept. 5, 1992.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Leah Mathis; one daughter,
Mrs. Donna O'Conor, Muscatine, Ill.; three sons, Roger Mathis
and wife, Jean, Mundelien, III., Kenneth Mathis and wife,
Audry, Spring Grove, Ill., and Dallas Mathis and wife, Sharon,
Davenport, Iowa; five sisters, Mrs. Edna Barrow and husband,
Clinton and Mrs. Sara Duke and husband, Richard, Ha7e1, Mrs.
Juanita Barrow and husband, Gene, Puryear, Tenn., and Mrs.
Sue Sills and husband, Ronnie, and Mrs. Sybil Barrow and
husband, Leon, Murray; five brothers, Darrell Mathis and wife,
Virginia, Springfield, Tenn., Norman Mathis and wife, Barbara,
Henry, Tenn., Max Mathis and wife, Evelyn, Paris, Tenn., and
Carter Mathis, Cedar Rapids, Iowa; five grandchildren; several
nieces, nephews and cousins.
A memorial service will be held at Central Church of Christ,
Davenport, Iowa, where he was a member.
Burial will be in Murray Memorial Gardens. J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home will be in charge of local arrangements.

Buddy Lynn Turner
Final rites for Buddy Lynn Turner were Sunday at 1 p.m. in
the chapel of Townsend-Jones Funeral Home, Providence. The
Rev. Robert A. Hardrick officiated. Burial was in Lakeview
Cemetery, Providence.
Mr. Turner, 52, Providence, died Thursday at 7:46 p.m. at
Regional Medical Center, Madisonville.
Survivors include one son, Christopher Lynn Turner, Providence; his mother, Mrs. Lennie Turner, Providence; two sisters,
Mrs. Ruth Nobles, Providence, and Mrs. Harvey Walker,
Murray.

Need extra cash...advertise in classifieds

How Much Will CostYou
For A Fixed Rate Home Loan At
United Commonwealth Bank?
NotOne Red Cent!

UnitedBecauseCommonwealthfora iniited

timBea.nk is
offering qualified borrowers a fixed rate home loan at no cost No attorney s
fees. no title insurance, no recording fees. no appraisal costs- no costs whatsocirr
If you're looking for lower payments and shorter terms for your
current mortgage or if-you want to get the best deal on a new home
loan, there's no time like the present And it woh't cost you a penny
Stop in and take advantage of
this no cost home loan from
United Commonwealth Bank

UNITED
COMMONWEALTH BANK

Mrs. Manic E. Parker, 99. Murray, died Saturday at 12:10
p.m. at Colonnades Nursing Home, Granite City, Ill.
Her husband, Jessie A. Parker, died in 1960. One son.
Groover A. Parker, one grandson, Steven Mark Parker, three
sisters, one half sister, three brothers and three half brothers
also preceded her in death..
Born Nov. 12, 1893, in Stewart County, Tenn., she was the
daughter of the late James Robert McHood and Sarah Ellen
Stavely McHood. She was a. member of First United Methodist
Church, Murray.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Norma Young, Scituate,
Mass; two sons, Harry Parker, Granite City, Ill., and the Rev.
Edward' Parker. Hebron, N.D.; eight grandchildren; 10 greatgrandchildren.
The funeral wiH be Tuesday at 1730 p.m. in the agape! of
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home.- Dr. Jerry Jeffords will officiate.
Bunal will follow in Sexton Cerneterx in Stewart County, Tenn.
Friends may call at the funeral home from 5 to 9 p.m.
today (Monday).
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of donations to
First United Methodist Church, Murray.

Mrs. Sara Graves Mason
Services for Mrs. Sara Graves Mason were inday at 10 a.m.
in the chapel of Milner Funeral Home, Bardwell. The Rev.
Lynn McLargen officiated. Burial was in Rosclawn Cemetery
there.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of contributions
to the American Heart Association.
Mrs. Mason, 72, Hollister, Mo., died Thursday at Skaggs
Community Hospital. Branson, Mo.
She was an accountant for a General Motors dealership and a
member of the United Methodist Church. She was the daughter
df the late Ralph Graves and Eva Roper Graves. One brother
also preceded her in death.
Survivors include her husband, James D. Mason; one son,
James Donald Mason, Williams Bay, Wis.: three sisters, Mrs.
Eva Lou Petrie, Cunningham, Mrs. Marge Page, Memphis,
Tenn., and Ms. Mary Beth Graves, Murray; one brother, Tom
Graves, Jackson, Mich.; two grandchildren; two
great-grandchildren.

I 30t)lohnon liouloard Muria% IN1 4.2071 • it)2-75Q-0443
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The funeral for Thomas James was Sunday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Miller Funeral Home of Murray. The Rev. Heyward
Roberts and the Rev. Paul Bogard officiated. Music was by the
Choir of Scotts Grove Baptist Church with Tommy Hoke as
leader and Mary Tutt as pianist.
Pallbearers were Mark Crass, Joe Crass, Mark Cohoon, E.B.
Fennell, Johnny Prescott and Jackie Hoke. Burial was in Scotts
Grove Cemetery.
Mr. James, 91, La Follette Drive, Murray, died Friday at
5:30 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
A retired carpenter, he was a member of Scotts Grove Baptist Church. Born May 20, 1912, in Edmonson County, he was
the son of the late Thomas James and Eva Ballard James.
Three sisters and one brother preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Irene Newton James; four
sons, Thomas Earl James, Irenton, Colo., Harvey James, Bloomington, Ind., Alton James, Coredenline, Idaho, and Charles
James Colorado Springs, Colo; two stepsons, Jimmy Lynn Newton, Gilbertsville, and Conrad Newton, Benton; four sisters, Mrs.
Margaret Stroud, English, Ind., and Mrs. Katherine Vinson and
Mrs. Edith Skaggs, Brownsville; six grandchildren; two stepgrandchildren; seven great-grandchildren; two stepgreatgrandchildren.
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Husband goes on trial
MANASSAS, Va.(AP)--The
county set aside its largest courtroom for the assault trial of a
man accused of abusing his wife
before she cut off his penis.
Jury selection was set for today
in the trial of John Wayne Bobbitt on a charge of marital sexual
assault. His estranged wife, Lorena, herself faces trial later this
month for the mutilation.
Bobbitt's lawyer, Gregory
Murphy, said he wouldn't necessarily try to find jurors who have
not heard of the highly publicized
case.
"We'll be looking for people
with an open mind," he said.
The case has attracted international attention, and court officials said they expect hundreds of
applicants for the 150 seats available in the courtroom. The trial is
expected to last three days.
Bobbitt, 26, has declined interview requests since the June 23
incident at the couple's Manassas
home. Murphy said his client is
innocent.
Prosecutor Paul B. Ebert said
•

Mrs. Bobbitt would testify
against her husband.
Mrs. Bobbitt, 24, told police
her husband came home drunk
and forced her to have sex, then
told her that her objections didn't
matter to him.
She said she spotted a fillet
knife in the kitchen when she
went for a drink of water and was
overcome with anger.
"Then 1 pulled back the sheets,
then I did it," she told police.
The penis was reattached in a
nine-hour operation and Bobbitt's
doctors say he is recovering well.
Mrs. Bobbitt claimed there was
a pattern of abuse during a rocky
four-year marriage. The couple
has filed for divorce.
Mrs. Bobbitt faces trial Nov.
29 on a charge of malicious
wounding. Both Bobbitts face up
to 20 years in prison if convicted
of the felonies.
Bobbitt cannot be charged with
marital rape, because under Virginia -law the charge only applies
to couples living apart or if the
victim is injured.
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Investments Since 1854.

Stock Market Report
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Tuesday (Shopping Guide).
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Nonce
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In Memory
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ADJUSTMENTS

CALL 753-1910)

EMPLOYMENT
Hetp Wonted
Domestic & Cnicscore
Situoton Wonted
Business Oaoorturoy
instruction

SERVICES

oao
232,1
250
53C

REAL ESIATE RENTAL
470
Mobile Homes for Pent
280
480
265 MObile Home Lots tor Pent
'Business Rentals - 485
300
49C
Want To Pent
30
495
Apartments tor rent
320
500
Rooms For Pent
330
510
Houses Far Pent
340
520
or Pent or ,Lease

Exterminating
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-eating & Cooling
Services Otwerea
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Motorcycles
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check the first Insertion of
their ods tor qny ems. Murray
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0190 so corrections can be
mode.
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-Saturday 8 a.m.-I2 p.m.
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Paducah, KY
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• 502-554-7904
DRY dean your carpet, rent
Sunday
baily
(;
the fast & easy Host Dry
s:r
ad
• SS oil with Ws
Cleaning Spam Cal to
reserve a Host Machine at
Black's Decorating Center,
701 S 4th St Phone
753-0839
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HILLERY'S
COUNTRY
STORE
Will Be
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E.B.
;colts
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Opening
Soon!
Rt. 1 Crossland
Hazel, Ky.
502492-6160
Watch For
Grand Opening
AURORA Pizza Magic Genuine hand tossed pizza,
fresh salads, sandwiches,
gyros Open aN year at
'5pm Closed Mon and
474-8119,
Tues.
1-800-649-3804

police
drunk
, then
didn't

CANCER
INSURANCE
No age Irma to apply It
your present policy is
over 10 years old it
may not cover some of
the newer treatments
such as chemother
apy For free informa
lion call

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
*cal cam- sw,c,..
VIDEO Production Specialtoo can transfer your home
movies to videotape for
only $ 08/per foot No minimum Call Donna Darnell
759-9246

Lost
And Found
FOUND Black kitten, 3-4
months old, very friendly
Call 753-§176

NewMrs.
and

estify

\ones issies Naas
Pre-lioliday Special
Full Set of
Acrylic Nails $2.5
Hot Wax Manicure
$10
753-1137

FOUND. Male Dalmation
dog near 94W & Hickcxy
Rd 759-9633

Lordy, Lordy
Look who's
Forty/
Love, Diane & Chnsty

BABYSITTER to work in
our home, experience &
references required. Smokers need not apply.
489-2009.

heets,
)olice.
I in 3
5hiles
, well.
C was
rocky
Louple
Nov.
licious
ace up
ivicted
d with
Viripplies
if the

rt

1/4-1/4
3/4-1/3

Knights of Columbus Hall
KY 94 west to Johnny Robertson Road,
south to So Hee Road, not on Sq. Hale Road 1/4 mile
OPEN 70 THE PURI

753-0466

NON-PROFIT ORGAN/AVON ,

P.O. Box 1033

Murray

lieW
Wanted

ARE you looking for•job?
Lawn how to repair mote-road trucks & farm machinery at the State Area
Vocational School in Pans,
TN The opportunity tor employment is great. Financial
aide is possible Call
901-644-7365 or come by
and talk with Donald
Barnes

PART *me reoripeonat
general office duets. Tue
Thur Send resume to PO
Box 596, Murray, KY
42071

CAR skew insister, expenance required Let expenance anclior resume to
PO Box 48, Murray, KY
42071
CENTURY 21 Loretta Jobs
REM= currently has 2
positions available for
agents who we self starters, looking tor direction
and management support
Call 753-1492 ask for
Brenda

Rollins DCS in
Murray is now accepting applications for qualified
tractor trailer drivers. Must have minimum 2 years
0TR verifiable experience, excellent pay, major
medical, dental
and eyeglass & 5
year vested retireHome
ment.
weekends.

1-800-782-8759
DO you need a GED? Do
you need hope for be future and help to get a solid
career? We have 22 JOB
operings for people 16 thru
21 that are not full time high
school students. Call
753-9378 Five days a week
between 8:00arn-3 COpm
We we an EOE. This proOct is funded by the Western Kentucky Privet) Industry Council-JTP A

EARN up to $1000 weekly
pro sing mai. Start now
No experience. Free supplies. Free information No
obligation. Send SASE to.
Lifetime, Dept 28, PO Box
38, Bangs, TX 76823
EXPERIENCED pipe welder needed. Immediate
employment if qualified
Cat 753-8181 or come by
802 Chestnut 8am-4 30prn
10 apply.

Business on
a Budget?
Call 753-1916 for details.

FULL time maintenance for
apartment complex Basic
knowledge of plumbing &
electricity Able to supervise part time help Apply in
person Monday & Tuesday
only at Soubside Manor
Apartments,
8 30em-12noon

• DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE

FULL time RN for growing
speciality practice MonFRi, lam-5pm Excellent
benefits, salary negotiable,
depending on experience.
Sand resume to PO Box
1040 X, Murray, Ky 42071

Run this 2x2 consistency ad in Classifiedsevery day,inclyding the Shopper,
for S 160 month (paid in advance)

If you are under age 65 and qualify for
MEDICARE due to disability we offer
several Medicare Supplement Policies.
All Medicare Supplement Policies
are now standardized into 10 plans
offering different levels of benefits. We
can write 7 of the plans on a "guaranteed issue" basis (no health questions)
and the policies will be issued at, the
lowest available premium.
We represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A+
rated companies to give you the best
possible rates and service.
Please give us a call for a rate quote.

McConnell
Insurance Agency
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

753-4199

liable
Mose Lob Far Rent

Help
Wanted

DRIVERS needed Both
experienced and inexperienced. Tuition paid trainbp for inexperienced drivers, if you quality. Call today for your future
1-soo-sn4180.

fillet
n she
id was

26,

Rio

060

MANAGER needed Prefer
husband & wife, but will
consider individual Must
have management expeneve Apply to Riviera Mobile Home Park Office. Hwy
641N, Murray, Ky No
phone calls pieseir

PART time counter help at
Break 'rime Billiards. Dixieland Shopping Center
Apply in person
PART time residential substitutes needed to work
evening & weekend shift
Must be 21 & have diploma
or GED Experience work
tog with developmentally
disabled a plus Send resume or letter of application
to Residential Sub, PO
Box 322, Benton, Ky
42025
SOMEONE to dean house
& wash clothes Must have
references Cal after Apm
753-0081
TEMPORARY help now
thru Dec 24th Must be
available to work after
noons evenings, &
weekends Apply at Wal
Man, Murray
WANTED Dancers and
waitresses for Foxy Lady
Club, Pars TN No experience necessary Phone
Charlie or Jeri at
901 -644 0301
WANTED General office
personel. typing. filing. or
ganizatoonal ability to
handle several projects
concurrently and interper
tonal skills a MUST Print
ing knowledge helpful Cal
Marc or George at Innovative Pnnong 502-753 8802
070
Downes*
& Chlkkars
CLEANING houses is my
business Reliable and ex
penenced, references Cal
Linda 759-9553
TOO BUSY? To clean your
house? My rates we roe
sonabie & I have many
local references Call
Donna 436-2547

15 INCH aluminum wheels
tires fits S 10,S15 Blazer
and Jemmy, also Sok•Flex
exercise machine Call be
fore 2pm or leave message
753-2783

Opponunly

CASH pod for good, used
rifles, sholguna. and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th,
Murray
TOPPER or El Camino
753-8738

NEW park $85 tor 2 people. city water, sewage &
lawn mowing included,
some restrictions 5 minutes from Murray Cal
492 8.488

584C CASE forklift
492-8516
200
Sports
&Eutaw*

1 3& 5
34 YEAR- old Suntana GOLF clubs Ping
Wolffsystam tanning bed woods good condition
almost new
Model SW 20, bulbs good $210 Also
condition, $800 436 2794 graphite metal 3 A 5
woods R Flex $120
after 4pm
753 5885
ALLERGY HELP Nemo
nent Electrostatic Air Filters HOGAN golf clubs
Nor heating & cooling Paul 753-7722
Harvey sells tor $7995 LIFECYCLE exercise bike
Rush Umbaugh tor $5995 753-2853 leave message
You buy direct from Au
Care Leg for $32 45 Have
your Nee We and credit
card ready Area call
or
4 7 4 - 8 346
A FIREWOOD for sale
1 800 474 8346
437 4667
APPROX 53yds nice car
pet 7537236
FIREWOOD also tree ser
vice Cal 436 2562
ASHLEY fireplace insert
$200, 1980 Olds diesel
220
good mechanically, $400
1987 Yamaha 350 oil
Musical
cooled 4 wheeler. $2500
like new 436 5473 after PIANO tuning John
8pm
Gottschalk. 753 9600
BOGARD trucking and ex
cavatng inc We haul top
soul, gravel, fit dirt, white
rock, np rap 759 1828
FIRESCREEN with glass
fits
doors,
38 48Wx24 32'11 . antique
brass finish fireplace tools
popcorn popper, bellows
leather coat fuN length,
black fur collar. size 12
baby crib, small ski exec
ciser, settee, loveseat
753-6724 atter5pm
LARGE trampoline excel
lent condition $150
901-232 8266

RUBBER tired wagon
489-2103

HOLIDAY GIFTS Shop in
a relaxed atmosphere-your SEARS Slip new end tiller,
home or my home To see 2yrs old, $300 436-2606
an array of men's and women's fragrance and cos- WOOD burning sbve inmetic gifts. cat Susan Cun- sert, butt in blowers, excel
ningham. Mary Kay Inde- lent condition 753-4471
Beauty WOOD stove, 4-220V portpendent
Consultant/Director able healers 753-8884
753-2207 Comer opporWROUGHT iron hutch. 4-5
tunities offered
rick of dry wood 492-8360
NATIONAL COMPANY
Igo
seeks local partner to distriQom
bute 100% Pure Natural
Pundeldnps
Fruit Juice to high traffic
accounts such as Major 3PC Maple bedroom suite
Motels, Trade Schools, with mattress & box
Gyms, Car Washes, Etc. springs, good condition,
Average monthly profit $350 753-9274
$2900 Need $14,700
Cash Nor turn-key business 4 ROOMS of gold csrpet,
good condition. Late
1-800-224-4723
dinar Best offer accepted
753-1411 altar Son

WANTED tobacco strip- -CASH for mobile home
pers. 492-8516 leave name tires & axles removed
436-2578
& number

8FT disc for 1375 Stahler's
Custom Welding 753 7387

ale

1993 RALEIGH Mountain
bike. MT 500. 19' ndden
twice, price $725
753-6558 or 898 6688

NEW metal siding & roof
ing Cover 36- cut to length
in 10 colors, galvanized
and gaivalurne Secondary
if evadable 489-2722 or
WILL babysit in my home
489-2724
Have references Call
NORITAKE China dinner
759-4529
set for 12 (89pcs). mint
condition, never used
Brought home 45yrs ago,
Pennon
whole in US Navy horn YoWanted
kosuka, Japan on my ship,
ALTERATIONS and re- USS Platte A 0 24 Must
pairs Planta! gowns & tuxe- see to appreaale "Made in
dos Ruth's See and Sew, Occupied Japan on each
Country Square 1608 N individual piece This is why
121, Murray 753-6961
ems china is more valuable
SEWING lobs wanted, in- than any other Bluedawn
cluding formal wear the pattern color & design
This chins is erereplaoe753-1061
able Has been oppressed
at $2670 minimum
100
488-3224
Business

NEED extra money for
Chnstmas? Join our company today. Earn $6 to $8
an hour Be your own boss ANTIQUES by the piece or
today collections Cat 753-0433
Call
attar 5pm
1-800-FOR-AVON.

ASSEMBLERS
Excellent income lo
assemble products at
home.
Info 1-504-646-1700
DEPT. KY-2021

10A FT brake, Pro Two for
vinyl siding 436 2701

5 PIECE living room set.
$175 obo; electric stove,
sop & bottom oven, $100
obo. 759-9196 or
753-0416.

4 CAR garage with office &
paved lot 753-4509
800 2200S0 ft Coleman
RE 7539898
COMMERCIAL building tor
rent on 12th Street Eden
srve remodeling on outside
being done -Great location
& parking tor business Call
753 7435 or 753 3966
RETAIL or Office Space in
S Side Shopping Center
753 4509 or 7536612
310
Wan
To Rent
18R apt or small house
Reasonable Beginning
December 1 762 6542 or
753 3642
-HOME with store front in
the ,business section of
Murray Call collect (214)
709 8056
WANT to rent 2.3,or 4br
mobile home or house
Reasonable 762-4794

210
320
KILL ROACHES' Buy EN
FORCER OverNite Roach
Spray or OverNite Pest
Control Concentrate
Makes 2 gallons Kills
roaches overnight or your
back
money
GUARANTEED'
250
Business
Siorneae
K T I and Associates'offer
mg a full tine of investigative
services Bel Air Center
753 3868 or 436 6099

270
Mobile
Homes For Sate
12x65 38R 1 bath $3500
ciao 436 5907
28R trailer, refry & stove
Needs cleaning & repairs
Beet offer Owner will finance 436 2117 after

5Pir
CUMMINGS Meter Poles
Specializing in mobile
home electric services 200
amp $375 100 amp $325
435 4027

Arra
1.2,3B0 apts Furnished,
very nice near hitSU No
7 5 3 - 1 25 2
pets
days,753-0606 after 5pm
1BR apt new downtown &
hospital 753-2853 leave
message
1BR, large, carport, water,
garbage paid, $235/mo
753- 7662
1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray 7534109

CHESTNUT STREET
TOWNHOUSES 2br, 171
bath. deck, all appliances
including washer & dryer,
ceiling fans Free lawn
care $435/rno Coleman
RE 753-9898

TAKING applidetions for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments. 1, 2 & 3 bedrooms, handicap accessible Equal Housing Opportunity Apply HMOs Ape
Hardin. Ky or call
502-437-4113

NORTHWOOD Storage
presently has units avail
able Call 753-2905
370

Uvolock
& Supplies

Cabinets INCLUDES
SEPARATE PRIVATE
20x30 STORAGE
BUILDING W/OVERHEAD DOOR

HORSES for sale Paints &
AOHA mares. geldings &
weankngs Call 435 4503

References
$400 deposit / $400 mo
No pets

AKC Chocolate Lab pups
born 09/25/93, both pa
rents proven hunters Pups
will be vac,wormed
753 1539

753-3018
STUDIO apt, share bath,
furnished, $125/mo Available in 30 days 753-7662
VERY nice 2br. 2 bath duplex, appliances furnished,
central gas h/a Northwood
Dr $475/mo, 1 month deposit. 1 year lease No pets
753-2906
3.10
Rouen
For Rwit
38R. 2 car garage. ap
planoes furnished. 4 miles
from Murray $500/mo
lease & deposit required
759-4664
IMMACULATE 2te, 2 bath
house, central air & gas
heat, appliances furnished,
w/d hookup, water turn
ished Deposit & 'refer
ences required $450/mo
12 miles horn town near
Kirksey 753-6723
NEWLY redecorated 3br,
bath, gas heat, centre/
arr, large shaded lot. near
Southwest School, ample
storage, $500/mo
753 7920, 753-1664

AKC Registered Chocolate
Lab pups, 8 wks old. shots
& wormed 492 8167 after
4pm
BLUE Heeler pups.$35/ea
489 2068 after 6prn
HAVE an obedient safe
dog for show or home
Classes or private lessons
Serving Murray for over
12yrs 436-2858
PEG'S Dog Grooming
753 2915
REGISTERED with pap
ens. 4yr oid. male Pointer
Bird dog, well trained De
scendeat of Miler's Chef
$1500 753 2392

DOG DAY
AFTERNOON
All Dog
Grooming
All breeds all sizes
Ask about specials

759-1768

America's Second Car

Ugly Duckling

ArazzEgoi
Locations Coast to Coast

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving

Office. 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

112 So. 12th
Murray, KY 42071

Lowest Rates in Town!
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

EMBASSY 2br, central
gas, appliances furnished
Coleman RE 753-9898

LAKELAND Ouality
Homes Featuring Patriot
Homes 5yr warranty, 5% LOVELY 2br duplex in ex
elusive subdivision, midown payment 20yr fi
reeding No payment until() nutes horn Murray. one
block from lake, water 11.
Jan 1994 New 28x48 3br
$26.995 New 16.80 3br. applonces furnished,
$18,995 New 14x70 36r, peace & quiet, for only
$15,995 New 16x60 2br, 3375/mo 527-9639
$16,995 Used 14x70 2br. AAUP CAL Apartments now
$9595 Used 14x60 2br, accepting applications for
$6995 Lakeland Quality 1, 2 and 3br apartments
Homes 641 North. Benton. Phone 759-4984 Equal
KY Jack Thompson Terry Housing Opportunity
Lynch 527 5253
NEW supra spacious 2br
OUR pledge to you If you duplex in quiet wooded
insulation,
compare quality,
area 753-4573
options and set up you will
find that we have the very NICE duplex 2br, central
best value for your housing It/a, appliances furnished
dollarll Dinkins Mobile Coleman RE 753-9898
Homes Inc, Hwy 79E. NOW taking applications
Paris, TN 1 800 642 4891
for Section 8 low rent housing Apply in person at
Southiside Manor, 906
Broad St Extended, be280
tween eam-12noon No
Motile
phone calls ;Jesse Equal
Nome kw Real
Housing Opportunity
12x60 2BR trailer, $210/mo
Estates
plus lease & deposit 1 mole SHERRY Lane
east of Murray 759-2570, 2br velment, MU new,
central gas heat, central air,
753 3860
all appliances, including
2BR Grogan & Mobile washer and dryer, bay
Home Vinous Appliances window, free lawn cars
& water furnished Cole- Coleman RE 753-9898
man RE 753-9898

QUALITY Transitional
Style sofa I loveseat,
pastel reflections; 3 brims/
glans tables, coordinating
lamps, 2 wing beck chairs,
3 large pictures; Nk• new 2BR. stove & refrigerator,
condition Call 753-5755.
central h/a, $200/mo plus
deposit
No pets
1'40
474-2100
pane
SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br,
EglaPilloW
electric or gas Walking de1964 FORO 4000, $3500 tanoe to college 753-5209
firm Ph 437-4703

Northwood, w/patio
& carport, central h/a,
stove refrigerator,
dishwasher, disposal,
w/d hookup Bed'
rooms have 15 tt long
closets Many kitchen

2BR, 1 bath duplex, garage
with door opener, dm
hwasher, garbage disposal. w/d hooluip No pets
$450/mo 753-7688 days.
759-4703 nights
2BR duplex with carport
Lease No pets Refer$425/mo
ences
75-3.7457

CREEKVIEW Self storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Sboney s
$20 $40Vmo 759-4081

2 Br. duplex,

MASSAGE TO YOU
•Swedish Massage
•Reflexology
•Deep Muscle Therapy
•Energy Balancing
f-44,1,,z

'•

.',

fl treat for vOur,e,lf or 0 otfrfor r,
1,ift c,rt,firorcr, f-frr),!ot.,14;
DAVE ESTES
licensed Massage Therapist
50t-753-3801

N.U.R.S.I.N•G
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CLINICAL MANAGER
Seeking a dynamic nursing manager for our
Critical Care and Second F100c nursing unit
Baccalaureate prepared registered nurse
with 3-5 yews critical care experience and a
minimum of 2 years management experience
required Excellent salary and benefits pack
age
For details mono
N '
I 1,r,
\kir... kr., rtiltur
(S02)762-1319

MURRAY
CAIII/NAY
COUNTY
11)SPTTAL

10•iitut 1,‘ 1201
mut l'utyldr `street • Muroo, ,
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Used
Care

HOUSE and acreage Or
sale 753 1300 Silarn 6pei
489 2116 7pm 10prn

1900 GRAND AM LE,
Quad 4 loaded 7S34506

•

a
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•
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KENTUCKY LAKE BARGAIN Laketent redact.
permit $29 900 Near Pans
Landing Nicely wooded
I 2 acres eitong frontage &
tremendous views Entoy
mod year round climate
to* tares lova crime Pre
segious new development
perfect for vacation
retirement home Little
down exoeletri financing
Call now 800 858 1323
Woodlawe Acres
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting so purchase
homes all price ranges II
you are thinking of seeing
contact one of our coune
ous and professional
agents at 753 1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St
PRIME developmental
property, Martin Chapel
area Call after 5pm
or
7 5 9 92 4 7
1 615-824 4428

1091 NISSAN 303 ZX 62K,
red charcoal ineenor auks,
Sony CD Bose stereo a&
power chrome wheels.
ABS alarm t tops excellent condition $19,000
000 502 6238800

Lake
Propetly
LAKE property 4 wooded
acres. house in need of
work gas heat, quiet dead
end road, Aurora
474 8400 or 4474 8119
leave message
dee

1986 VOYAGER mini van,
49 XXX on motor, 13000
Call 4365099 after 5pmn

Sion

with

limited

restric-

3BR 1'4 bath, basement,
large deck, screened
porch, gas heat, large
kitchen, one car garage
$54 500 759 4820
3BR 24 bath. brick 2 car
garage 2300sq ft $68,500
489-2972
3BR brick ranch home with
attached garage in university area 753 7236
IN Canterbury, 4br, approx
3800sq ft Will consider
trade 753-3672 after 5pm
NEW homes, all city utilities, 2 or 3br, 1 or 2 bath,
range
price
$52.000 $62,000 complete Cali 753 4444
NEW house, 3br, 2 full
bath large family room dining room kitchen with
custom cabinets. utility, 2
car garage nice deck Special touches throughout
house Call 763-3966 or
753-7435
THIS 2br otters a new central hia system, carpet, central vacuum system & a new
24x32' garage attached to
back of house by nice
breeze way All this less
than 2 blocks to the lake &
ost reduced by $10,000
$59.900 MLSI 5083 Cali
Franke at Kopparud Realty
753-1222

Cal
1967 BUICK
753 3964 after 5 30pm
1978
miles
1986
moles

T BIRD, 82 XXX
excellent condition
Cutlass 26.XXX
like new 753-4470

1981 DATSUN 280 ZX Al
shape
mechanically
sound $2500 firm Or trade
for mobile home of equal
value 759 2059 days
492 6155 nights
1966 VW Jetta one owner
753 7722
1989 CAVALIER. gray, 2dr
39.XXX miles 7536465
leave message
1989 DODGE Daytona
dark blue new bras sun
roof, all power sharp
753-2967

Call 753-0775 for free
estimate If no answer
leave message
•

CHIM Chip Chimney
Sweep* has 10% senior
citizen discounts We sell
chimney caps arid screens
435 4191

1992 FORD F150 XLT, extended cab 4 wheel drive,
loaded. 18.XXX miles,
$16 500 753-8778 call after 6pm

1978 2T CAMPER good
condition, $4200 Call
436-5099 after 5pm
AIRSTREAM Travel
Trailer, 29ft, twin beds, rear
bath tandem wheels awning good condition $5000
Phone (502) 753-1630

Boats
& Mabee

2BR house & lot. Pine Bluff
Shores 436 5650 after
6prn

Exptffienced & rater
ences available

1983 FORD 4 wheel drive
good truck new tires
$2500 759-1927

520

160 ACRE farm with 2br
brick home Tn- City area o
South Graves Co
$150000 Call 382 2274

KITCHEN CABINET RE
GOVERY existing doors
frames Wei sioodgran %arnica al colors Free esti
Melee Wutffs Recovery
Murray 436-5560

1978 CHEVY 4 wheel drive
& trailer 753-2771

Carvers

Wooded lots as low
as $5000 to $6500 South
west school distnct natural
gas city water, cablevision
3 310 from Murray city
limits on 94W 753 5841
753 1566

Residential &
Commercial
Service

C 80 HOME Repairs Cad
753 9669

1990 MAZDA SE 5 pickup,
29 XXX moles, sunroof. tool
box Asking $5500 Jim
762-6729

14FT Mirro Craft with 18hp
motor and trailer
4.36-2874
1976 SEARAY, 22tt, excellent condition trailer included $7500 753 3914
weekdays 435 4236
1980 VIP 1611. tn hull 90hp
Johnson all ski equipment,
runs great, $2700 obo
759 9196 after 4 30pm

530
Services
Offered

HEATING Ron Hal Heel
mg. Cooing and Electnc
Co Service unit replace
ment and complete ostall
bon Licensed gas installer
Phone 436 4699

KOL Bookiaeping Corn
putenzed Payroll taxes
tectonic fang Pickup and
'
Delivery 502 474 2796
800 833 4461

Used
Trucks

SAO

sin

tions

We can move your
furniture.. &
appliances along w/
Other
hOusehOld
products

CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes for
motor home. boats RVs
and Mc Excellent protec
bon, high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 759-4664

Lots
For Sae
BUILDING loo in subdivi

•

Moving, Rearranging
your present hems'
)

Yeas
1985 ASTRO cargo van,
extra seating 87 XXX
miles good condition,
$3500 435-4593 after
Earn

RE,MAX Properties Ltd
Bob Pernn Paul Dailey
1984 NISSAN, ces, pio, am/
Center
Bel Air
502 753 SOLD. In, radio with cassette sunroof, 67 XXX miles $2750
I 80G369 5780
7536170
ROBERTS Realty Calloway County's oldest arid 1985 GMC Storrs Classic,
most reliable real estate loaded sharp 753-7951
agency For all your real after 5'0n,
estate needs cal them to
1986 GMC Sierra a/c, pit
day at 753-1651, Syca
pis V6 Call 7531451 bemore and 121h St
fore 1m
435

CONTRACT BRIDGE

&orrice*
Clewed

CLASS A Carpet Cleaning
& Building Maintenance
Commercial or residential
Insured free esitmates
474 8339
COE'S General Repairs
Carpentry, Electrical
Plumbing (502) 492 8403
COUNTERTOPS. custom
Homes, trailers offices
Wutfts Recovery. Murray
4365560
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Complete installation and service
Call Gary at
759 4754
CUSTOM bulldozing and
b—khoe work septic systems, 354-8161 after 4pm
DONALD Fincher carpet,
vinyl & hardwood installation service 759-1688
DRYWALL hnishing, repairs additions and blowing ceilings 7534761
ELECTRICAL-Ron Hall
Heating Cooling & Electnc
Inc Service, sales and installation (502) 435-4699
435-4327

.
-°•-•2•°‘
oie41-

•

Eddie Linn

7153-115315
* BODY SHOP *
All Work Guaranteed To Your Satisfachon!
Rental Cars Available
Work On All Makes & Models - Foreign or Domestic

ONE stop for all your upholstery needs Cars kineure,
boats motorcycles & etc
Work guaranteed Prices
reasonable 489 2662
leave message
SHEETROCK finishing
textured ceilings Larry
Chnernee 492 8742

OS

CUSTOM OUTCMEM CABINETS CuSTOla le000wORIONG

SUREWAY Tree I Stump
Removal Insured with hit
line of equipment Free es
timates Day or night
753 5484

All Types Of:
Custom Woodworking

Bath Cabinets

Kitchen &

THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters variety
of colors Licensed in
sured Estimate available
759-4690

• Drop by and see our showroom
.4oa SJP48...iRY MURRAY Illeroxi Bunny Brea01
'53.5640

1.

VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center cleaning
servicing $15, most repairs
$35 Free estimates Route
1, Almo Open 9-12 1 5
Mon Fri 753 0530

WOOD V/ORKS

'8i ns
Computer Cut Vinyl, Logos and Letters Custom
Banners Plywood Signs Magnetic Signs Vehicle
Lettering Plexiglass Sign Window Lettenrig Real
Estate Signs Office Signage Greeting and Acfver
using Posters Sandblasted Redwood Signs Ar.
chaectural Signs Metal and Foam Letters Bronze
Plaques Trade Show Signe'Displays Any Custom
Wood Works

VRC cleaning & repair, reasonable rates Cal Zeb s
VCR Repair 492 8116
WEST KY Timber Frames
& Log Homes 'Complete
packages available 'Custom design services 'Turn
key construction Call
437-4017

Call 502-382-2306 Phone or Fax
We Accept MasterCard & Visa

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times

HADAWAY Construction
Remodeling, vinyl siding,
vinyl replacement windows, vinyl flooring.
436-2052
SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill 753 2674

Dia1-A-Service
Can Advertise Here For
‘,....,5.00 You
per week — (13 week minimum)

DIAL — 753-1916

1

(Clip This Ad And Save For A Handy Reference)
_

6.11,7lort ilea,*

CAMP

FLEC`FAr:ik. C,CAr'4.4C,7415

Insured
James C. Gallimore, Owner
. rn-sed SArAt' .0,SE -,s.a.
,• .7. AucncyV.O.sp instanatoon
Commercial & Residential • Licensed &

SEPTIC TANK CLEANING
7 Days Per Week

.Horns Aulofnatso,

MURRAY 753-9224
R.H. Nesbitt Masonry Company

808 Coldwater Rd., Murray, KY • 759-1835

YOUR AD COULD BE HERE!

$500

, Commercial and Residential
General Contracting
*
,
Backhoe Service
I
Ph. 502-492-8516
D. Pager 502-762-7221
Hatel, Kentuck),

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 maor
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works 753 2455

Per Week

Only

(Minimum 13 Weeks)

Call 753-1916

METAL & SUPPLY CO.
Wayne Higgins Backhoe Service „ ECONOMY
Your Source For Metal Roofing & Siding ••

Septic Tanks, Sewers & Hauling
Call

Us

Doors

Wndows,

Anytime

Dot:), Track
tor Metal

)l-Iwy 299)
I.A.gray KY 42071

759-4685

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore Westinghouse
Whirlpool 30. years ex
BOBBY
perience
HOPPER. 436 5848

1989 FORD Thunderbird,
pee, p/s,
at new tires 'CARPET MAN' Whole
sale carpet & vinyl Local
75.3-7052
installation 502 474 2796,
1989 LINCOLN Continen- 800 833 4461 Randy Lee,
tal white burgundy Prop
leather all power. 91K,
Pintoes car excellent con- CARPET & vinyl instate
bon. over 20yrs expert
$ 7 300
di t ion
ence 474 2789
502 6238890

WEST

GERALD WALTERS
Roofing vinyl siding panting Free estimates 18
years experience Local references 436-2701

ANTIQUE refinishing furniture repair & custom
woodworking 753 8056

BOB S Plumbing Repair
Service AN work guaran
teed
753 1134 or
436 5832

Column

B,:terwortn Rd

EAST
•7 6 3
87
V 96 5 3 2
•Q 9 5
•J 7 6 2
•KQJ4 2
•5
SOUTH
•AKJ9852
A 104
•K
+87
The bidding
South West
North East
Pass
1*
2•
Pass
2•
Pass
3•
Pans
3+
Pass
4•
Pass
4 NT
Pass
5 IP
Pass
6•
Opening lead — king of clubs

BLACK Lab mu puppies to
•Q 10 4
give away 9012475697

Gerald Linn

MR Chimney chimney
cleaner 492 8723

GENERAL Repair plumbing, rooting, tree work
436 2642

ANTENNA Repair and in
stallabon Replace or install
quality Channel Master an
tonna rotors and amp%
hers Beasley's Antenna
Service
Buchanan,
901-6424077

BACKHOE Service ROY
HILL Septic system driveways, hauling foundations
etc 759 4664

.

•—
VKQJ
• A 10 8 4 3
•A 10 96 3

560

PURDOM MOTORS, INC.

LICENSED fix eieconc and
gas 753-7203

Al TREE Service Stump
removal and spraying Free
estimates 753-0906 after
5pm, 759 9816 753-0495

BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation repair, replace
meet 759 1515

WINDOW & door repair
Repair rescreen re-glaze
aluminum or wood 20yrs
experience 753 2330
prompt service

LEE'S CARPET CLEANING Carpets, furniture
Commercial. or residenkido
Free esbmates 753 5827

EXPERIENCED dry wall
hnishing References available 436 2060

Al, AL'S hauling, yard
work, tree removal, mowing
Free estimates
759-1683

BACKHOE Service, corn
plete foundations
R H Nesbitt, Masonry
Phone 492 8516 D Pager
762-7221

PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
4.36-5255

LAWN inowing & leaf
mulching Coleman Ben*
het 759-4564

1 A Al Hauling tree trim
ming, tree removal, cleaning out sheds attics, & odd
Jobs Free estimates
436 2102 Luke Lamb

ALPHA Builders Carpentry, remodeling porches
roofing, concrete, drive
ways, painting, maintenance. etc Free estimates
489 2303

Famous Hand

WILLIAM Duncan Building
C•ontaclor Explorations'
budder ol houses garages,
pole barns a storage bulld- South dealer
ogs Also remodeling Cal North-South vulnerable
for estimate 474 8267
NORTH

ROCKY COLSON Horne
Repeat Roohng, siding
painting plumbing con
creel Free estimates Call
474 2307

& Troiieys, and InsuiaDon

Buildings

Office 1502) 489-2722
Home (502) 489-2724

ace Ihckie crossed to the diamond
king and cashed the A-K of spades
before returning to dummy with a
heart. Declarer discarded his club
loser on the diamond ace and led •
club East ruffed, but declarer
overruffecl and conceded a spade to
make the slam for a score of 1,430
pots
At the other table, with Mexico
sitting North-South, things took a
completely different turn when the
bidding went'
South West
North East
14
2*
Pass
Pass
Dble
l'aaa
Pass
Pass
After Canada's Mike Strebinger
overcalled with two clubs. North,
Gonzalo Herrera, playing negative
doubles, passed to await. develop- .
merits Miriam Rosenberg elected to
reopen with a double rather than,
rebid her seven-card splide suit, and
everyone passed
Herrera cashed the K-Q of hearts
and the diamond ace, felling his
partner's king. South ruffed the diamond continuation and cashed the
A-K of spades. North discarding the
heart jack and a diamond
Herrera ruffed the third round of
spades and led another diamond for
South to ruff. Rosenberg played the
heart ace and North discarded his
last diamond when declarer ruffed
with the club queen. Hen-era took
the jack of clubs with the ace and
returned the ten to hold declarer to
just two tricks — down six, 1;400

A fascinating aspect of team
bridge is that a deal can generate a
tremendous amount of activity at
one or both tables, produce two entirely different results and yet yield
virtually no swing.
Consider this deal from a match
between Mexico and Canada(won by
Mexico) to determine one of the
American Contract Bridge League's
representatives to the 1993 world
championship.
When Peter Herold and Jim
Dickie of Canada held the NorthSouth cards, they reached six spades
final tally after all this- exas shown after Herold raised his c7te
Tinm
hLese!nt? By losing 1,400 points at
partner's spades with a void at his one table and gaining 1,430 at the
third turn.
other. the Canadians gained all of 1
West led the club king to dummy's
IMP on the deal!
Tomorrow: The rule of eleven.

HOROSCOPES
IL ESDAY, NOVEMBER 9, l993
I For sour per.onallied daily Jeane Diwn .horiooipe, based on your own
date (it birth, call I -900-98S-7788. Your phone company will bill you o7;
cents a minute.)
HAPPY' BIRTHDAr IN THE helongings is particularly important
Me
around.
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: w hen y
tot
Keep better records and you w iii ‘A at,, Ii ..011T- step %Allen
have less to worry about where busi- Ureellt matters. Po...Tom. ‘1 ,21)111?.:
ness and financial matters are con- L'011trali,.111141 IleXt we-ck. _
VIRGO Aug. 2z Sept. 22i• Ott
cerned. Early in 1994. a golden
career opportunity will drop in your can writ an ay erage plan or 11 3111:ince
lap. You find a way to finance a 11110 SOIllethIlle e sti,ii irdinary .
child's education. Those who start a it notl
alone w ill make you .1
small business next spring wtll hnd
it in the black soon. A change of
i.lI4k. i Sept 2 z-t Ct. 22K
lifestyle bodes well fie- a romantic
relationship. Next summer, tray el to ,trong desire to reak Ii .1 w oil, of
1.70.11 may need tempering.
distant shores w ith someone You
Louid
Pushing i)therS 100
want to know foreyer.
.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON tire, making them uncooperatiie \
THIS DATE: astronomer Carl light (omit will \1/4 ork hc.t
SCORPIO (Orr-2-3 \TIT. 2-tr Sagan. baseball great Rob Gibson.
golfer Toni Weiskopt. actor Lou I:\ciliIig Ile‘Ss fir .1 bOld Idea ttlels
our hope.. ou are able to promote
Ferrigno.^
goal
ARIES i March 21 -April 19r or ttjiti lime't
icet"
'
i n1
r'ply
etrarkne
ar\
Promises could -he unclear.--you finaic
a ant a full description of what
nimance. Emil! \kali.. reduce stress.
SAGITTARII, S i \o‘.. 22 Dec.
someone plans to do. Joining a new
social or support group sparks your
:lolli11‘
k:111111t.;
C
interest in a healthier West le.
TAURUS tApril 20-May 201: . 1.)U XXIII get a surprisingly tayfnable
Your specialized knowledge will response I akmo chanees begin. to
make quick work of an otherwise -pay lilt.
CAPRICORN i Dec. 22-Jan
difficult job. A chance you take gets
excellent results. Friends are sur19i: The sery ices y ou perform tor a
prised when you act out of charac- VIP attract recognition. A raiseor
promotion could follow. A Lo-work •
ter. Love is a sweet persuader.
GEMINI (May 21 -June 201: er enthusiastically applauds your
Renewed confidence in your work new methods.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 2 Fe
impresses other people. You just
know that you are on the right track! Deserved recognition will brighten Organize your work space so that your day. The door opens to a IltnA,
you can quickly locate important understanding %kith friends. higherups Or creditors. (ilie more though(
papers.
CANCER (June 21-JulY 221: to your educational needs.
PISCES (Feb. 19-Mardi 20i.
Your personal resources help a
friend through a tough time. Replac- Teamwork gets you through your
ing outdated goals with new ones duties much quicker than expected.
brings about key changes. Self-dis- You enjoy excellent rapport with
cipline and efficiency are essential VIPs and may be offered a special
role. 1)o not let a goldep opportunity
to prosperity.
slip through your fingers.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 221: Taking
h
extra care w oh your funds and
TODAY'S CHILDREN: From childhood on, you can expect these psy chic Scorpios to follow their star. Their keen powers ot perception :111(1 awesome will power could make them world leaders-one day. Wise parents will
encourage these bright youngsters to channel their Y ihrant energy into positive action, Their courage and persistence w ill enable them to w in hardfought personal Yictories. Romantic and sentimental. they sometimes appear
to be "in love with love.- A late marriage would probably he hest.
Nk•Ik ‘1,:•{C,t,
II
3
110 order a rrstsed and tifxlaied
01 leane IIIxon • he.1
c,1 1'1,111,4'
Ss
AZ.trolop Can Ilelp on Find ,ut Mice In (,.y.1
Cr
( X1, :1
‘on .../0 Andrews and %I. Sled. P 0 BOlk 4141Cil.
Andrews Mkt Mckleel
10 DI

`I

Commercial Waste
--41, ?;
.
2 .c.,.... Disposal
Sill ‘ika
..-. MI Types of Refuse Service '
raasa.
, .a..,4
.
1-800-585-6033
..1=
Stewart, Route Manager ,
Bud
.-.--

K.T.I. 8 Associates
For all your
:1\ investigative needs!
,

-

t )

ALPHA BUILDERS
Remu,ieiing, garages, decks, porches, concrete
work, chain link fences. Home maintenance.

489-2303
Dr. Mary Broeringmeyer
Chiropractor
Call for an appointment

753-2962

Bal-Alr Canter, Murray

)/

(502) 753-3868

Aft-

Arky - _

1••:......:--4:
i :M

S & WEIGHT MANAGEMEV
Wood St. • Per.6. Tr, 38242 .
see era 2836
•
Moe' Thu% 10 4 03 Sy Appo,,,,43-3

322 E

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital
762-1100

TRiSTATE
--

GARAcE

BUildERS
CALL
Melber, Kentucky
1-800-767-5893
Or Call Collect (502)6744893

BETTER BUILT GARAGE CO.
MELBER. KY. • (502)674-5530
CHECK THESE
FEATURES:
A 4- concrete roof
reinforced von
*immesh
12"footing
C. Polyurettan
under concrete
O. Anchor boils in
Concrete
a
E Treated
bottom ores
F. 11 studs, 16 0C
0.7/16 n'ardex
urdp-s d ng
H Mesonite wood or V

Owner, DWAIN WARREN

Completely Erected, Including Concrete Floors,
Not Pre Fob Carpenter Built, All Gustily Materials
I

Self supporeng 2,16

trusted rates 2 ft.
0_c.
J
0

s d ^g

ir pyiVOOd

decking
K Seal down shovel
L Ovehang covered
M Overhead steel
door
ti Steel &errlcc door
0 2x4 fascia
alumourn covered
P 2x1Oheariers
0 44 ra lad curb

We offer you' FREE Esimates, References arid Location of
Garages In Your Area. and VVrptten Warrant/.

wc-,c,i a Way to Start the Week!!
— Dial Now —

With hardboard siding
1', CAR (12x20)
2 CAR (18s20)
LARGE 2 CAR (22x22)
2'; CAR (24x24)
LARGE 2'; CAR (2400)

4dvertise Here!

PLUS OFF LEVEL LOT

Deluxe Models
vinyl siding
$3,325
1, CAR (12s20),
$3,725
$4,025
2 CAR (18s20)
$4,425
$4,325
LARGE 2 CAR (22x22)
$4,825
$4,525
2'1 CAR (24x24)
$4,925
$5,025
LARGE 2'1 CAR (24x30) $5,525

YOUR SATISFACTION IS OUR GOAL

111

Ill
A
.4(17•

•

$

•

TODAY IN HISTORY
By TT* Associated Press

rah Mexico
riga took a
▪ when the

Ten years ago

with a failed coup in Munich. Germany, that came to he know n a. the
Beer-Hall Putsch.
In 1932, New York Gov. Franklin D. Roosevelt defeated ineumhent
Herbert Hoover for the presidency of the United States
In 1933, President Franklin D. Roosevelt created, by executive
order, the Civil Works Administration, designed to create jobs for
more than 4 million unemployed.
In 1960, Massachusetts Democratic Sen. John F. Kennedy defeated
Vice President Richard M. Nixon for the presidency.

Eaat

Pass
Pau
Strebinger
[be, North.
g negative
Lt.. developelected to
Either than.
le suit. and

In 1966, Edward W. Brooke Of Massachusetts became the first
black to be elected to the U.S. Senate by popular vote.
Ten years ago: Democrat W. Wilson Goode was elected the first
black mayor of Philadelphia; Democrat Martha Layne Collins was
elected the first female governor of Kentucky.
Five years ago: Vice President George Bush won the presidential
election, defeating Massachusetts G9V, Michael Dukakis.
One year ago: Volunteers began reading aloud the 58.183 names on
the Vietnam Veterans Memorial in Washington. D.C., as part of a tribute marking the 10th anniversary of the monument. Some 350,000
people rallied in Berlin against racist violence.
Today's Birthdays: Actor Norman Lloyd is 79. Actress June Havoc
is 77. Actor-director Gene Saks is 72. Heart surgeon Dr. Christiaan
Barnard is 71. Singer Patti Page is 66. CBS newsman Morley Safer is
62. Actor Alain Delon is 58. Singer Bonnie Rain is 44. TV personality
Mary Hart is 42. Singer-songwriter Rickie Lee Jones is 39. Singeractor Leif Garrett is 32.
Thought for Today: -In a time of war ... the task of news-writers is
easy; they have nothing to do but to tell that the battle is expected,
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ill this-ex11 points at
430 at the
led all Of 1

and afterwards that a battle has been fought, in which we and our
friends, whether conquering or conquered, did all, and our enemies
did nothing." - Samuel Johnson, English critic (1709-1784).

Ownership of Ancient Buried

City, an exhibit and archaelogical
site at Wickliffe, was officially
passed from Western • Baptist
Hospital, Pa‘ducali. to Murray
State University at a meeting here
yesterday.
In honor of Dr. Hugh Oakley.
chairman of the Board of Directors of Kyle Field, the field has
been renamed to Kyle-Oakley
Field. Dr. Oakley has served as
chairman of -the board for 15
years.

Dr. Phillip Klapper and Dr.
David Eberle have been named to
Fellowships and officially
inducted into American College

of Surgeons. Dr. CC: Lowry and
'Dt.1111-IfouttOit havt held -ACS
Fellowships for several years.
Terry Leigh Wells and Terry
Lynn Theweau were married ifi a
fall ceremony at Liberty Cumber-

land Presbyterian Church.
Twenty years ago
Elected in General Election
were Robert 0. Miller, county
judge; Sid Easley, county attorney; Marvin Harris, county clerk;
Maurice Wilson. sheriff; Huel
Jones. jailer; Charles Hale, property valuation administrator; Max
Morris, coroner; Charles Tommy
Bogard, Gil Hopson, Ralph
Bogard and Dan Bazzell, Fiscal
Court members; John Ed Scott,
city mayor; Ed Chrisman, Jo
Crass, Paul Mansfield, Howard
Koenen, Rex Alexander, Fred
Workman, Melvin 13. Henley. Art
Lee, Thomas Rushing, William
R. Furches, Dave Willis and Phillip Tibbs, city -council members;
Cy Miller, Hazel mayor; Glen
Barnett, Bobby Holmes, Moms
Caldwell and Ralph Richardson,
Hazel Council members.

Thirty years ago

Korean waters on the mine

sweeper Touran. He will assume
his position with Better Homes
and Gardens magazine.
A new polio case, Gedric Paschall. 15, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Sylvester Paschall, has been
reported. He is now at a Nashville hospital.
In high school basketball
games, New Concord beat-Alrito
by the .score of 54 to 47. High
team scorers were Gene Mathis
for New Concord and Lockhart
for Almo.

DEAR ABBY
DEAR HEADERS:"Fed-Up
Stepmother in Lancaster. Pa."
asked if other stepmothers are
as fed up as she is. If my mail is
any indication, many of them
are. Here are some typical
responses:
I WAR ABBY Being a stepparent
is !oiler e‘orst nightmare lhaft_think
tor one ininute_._ you can "learn to
love,- his little darlings just because
you fell in love with their father.
You don't automatically love someOne else's kids. especially if you have
iii deal with the children's mother.
who is a manipulative shrew.'
After I was divorced, a co-worker
gavc !:1,- a valuable piece of advice:

BLONDIE

mother got visrtatmn every- other
weekend
whenohe felt like at.
which wasn't often.
She's :ifi, and still going to
school. The kids are spoiled rotten.
The son. now
moved ouf four
months ago and we didn't hear from
him until he needed money leor his
girlfriend's sectmd al n urt it in, lit.'s
'not even sure the baby is his. His
daughter will soon have her Pith
birthday. and slit's already picked
out the car she wants
11.4 sound bitter and angry, it's
only because I am.
11AI) IT

"If you don't want stepchildren,
never accept a date with a man who
has childryti."'
I wish l had taken that advice.
KNI /WS BErrEit NOW

DEAR KNOWS: Since misery
loves company,join the club
and read on:
DEAR ABBY: tieing a stepmother is hell on earth When I married
"t:len.- I took on the responsibility'
of his 1 1-year-old daughter and 14year-old son after their mother had
walked out tin them to "find herself.
'
she had already lnund herselr
allI it her man.
Their hither got custody, and the

* *

*

!WAR ABBY: I could have writ-

THE FAR SIDE

FATHEAD!Y BOY ARE
YO..0 EVER
FORGOT
A EIAD
TO ENDORSE
YOuR CHECIK I

By GARY LARSON

'IOU
YOU

ill%MI 95

Forty years ago
The home of Mr. and Mrs.
Herman Moss on Mulberry
Street, Murray, was destroyed by
fire about 6 am. on Nov. 6.
LL (jg) John Mack Carson
of Mr. and Mrs. W.Z. Caner of
Murray, has been placed on inactive service with the U.S. Navy
after spending two years in

Murray State College's only
undefeated untied football team
of 1933 will be honored at the
MSC homecoming football game
with Middle Tennessee on Nov.
9. Sharon Tiggart, junior front
Wanamassn, N.J., is the 1963
MSC Homecoming Queen. Her
attendants are Janice Cherry.
daughter of _Mr. and Mrs. Oliver
Cherry of Murray. and Donis
Ocuypak from Lyndon, Pa.
Murray Kiwanis Club started
its annual donut sale on Nov. 7.
• Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. William R.
Chrelkeld, Nov. 4.
Mrs. Neale Oliver of Murray
celebrated her 90th birthday on
Nov. 2- by attending a special
meeting of PriMitive
at
Nashville, Term. She was honored at a dinner on Nov. 1 at the
home of her daughter, Mrs. 0.C.
Wells.

DAILY COMICS
\t nirOs.% fl

11

8, 1993

LOOKING BACK

Today is Monday. Nov. 8. the 312th day of 1993 There are 51 days
left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
Two hundred years ago, on Nov. 8. 1793, the Louvre in Paris began
admitting the public, even though the museum had been officially
open since August.
On this date:
In 1889. Montana became the 41st state.
In 1904, President Theodore Roosevelt, who had sus L•eckied the
assassinated William McKinley, was elected to a term in his own right
as he defeated Democrat Alton B. Parker.
In 1923, Adolf Hitler launched his first attempt at seizing power
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letter from "Fetl,Lp Step
mother in Lancaster. l'a Too mane
times the child abuse can be ah 1st'
from the child Long before I
entered the picture III years ago.
these children were already highly
developed Ali the art of working out.
parent against t he either
I did not want to be their mom,
yet I had to perform a " t her'.
duties." And I have 'gone from feeling that a stepmom is only to be
.stepped on, to really believing step
kids are a "step above" the rest:
from "We don't have to Mind vi iii,
you're not our mom." to "I wish you
wen. my mina,- freini the 3-year-old
to nee!
In my first 40 years of 11ft%! used
my ability. These last 10, I have
known and used (od's - -for I could
not have done it on my own. I can
now say, not because I have to but
because I am able to, that I love my
stepchildren. My husband and I
have six kids between us, and ha
the life of me. I can't tell you which
are mine and which are his I'm
proud to call them all a step ANO's'.
the rest. Call me pooped. but also
PR( A.'1) IN RED WING. MINN
ten the

DEAR ABBY: I know bow "Eed
Up Stepmother in Lancaster,
fi.els, because I am ills° 1)11V.
When I was 2H. I fell m love with
a widower v.lio was :IS. Ile had hno
children. The youngest was 4 and
the oldest was 12. Little did I kiu,w
at the time that he was looking tow
a mother for his children.
A year after we were !named. WV
had a beautiful baby boy, and the
next year wt had twin-girls, ekleich
;ire three reasons I haven't lett him,
and probably will not until the OM
lreru are grown and on their 40-Wil
I hart, some advice for a ne
woman who is CI insilt.ring marrying
a Wan with children: Find t psych i
atrist and get your head examined
PH)I.ATE

-
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DEAR !WADERS: More from
stepmothers tomorrow.

CATHY
22-)a n

I SPOKE TO THE PAPER,
TRACKED DOWN SOURCES, AND
SENT 'ARGENT FAXES TO ALL
PARTIES iNVOLVE0!

form for a
A raise or
. co-worktuds s Off

r
-Feb.
I brighten
to a new
K higherre thought

arch 20
itigh your
expected.
port with
I a special
pportunity

I PLACED
CADS ALL OVER
THE COUNTRY
AND CROSS'REFERENCED
EVERY LEAD!

I MAPPED rTHI6R CREAM! WE MUST'
OUT STRAE- HAVE THE CREAM THAT 61ES AND
MELTS FAT Off THIGHS!!
WILL WORK
AROUND THE
CLOCK'

WAS II TOO
MUCH TO
HOPE YOU
WERE DSCUS9NEr
BUSINESS?

r 50FAEONE
OAKS A
RZZA! FM
ItLoiNE3 A
VIM 811
THE PHONE!

DR. GOTT::
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

"Oh, man! The coffee's cold!
They thought of everything!"

CROSSWORDS
ACROSS

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE

1 Small bird
4 Spur
9 Overturn
12 Spanish for
river
13 French for
"school" •
14 Female ruff
15 Sharp bark
16 Podia)
17 Affected
manner
18 Outer
20 hi(Sp.)
21 Revised
(abbr.)
23 Supplicate
24 Auburn
28 --- the season
to be ..
30 State of
command
32 Tel --34 Steal
35 Ceremony
36 Line of cliffs
39 Assist

these psy land av.earents v. ill
into posiss in hard le'. appear

1.14.11.4w. -1
ml

o.

GARFIELD
THAT &IOU LP

ARREN

KEEP HMI
130641

Floors,

Materials
or?rg 2x8
rafto.s 2 In.
•

1

2

ill

Answer to Previous Puzzle

40 Involve
41 Cowboy's
nickname
43 Nova Scotia
(abbr.)
44 Note well
45 Hindu queen
47 Employed
50 Sails
51 Nervous
twitch
54 Aunt in Spain
55 Russian
monetary unit
56 ------fault
(overmuch)
57 Large bird
58 Ancient
chariot
59 Naval abbr.

MOOD 'HMV
anUla 000

.11-8 (C) 1992 United Feature Synditate

DOWN
1
2
3
4
5
6

4

7 Guido's high
note
8 French article
9 Three (pref.)
10 Comparative
ending
11 Footlike part
17 --- --- Is Born

Attempt
3, Roman
Drink heavily
Relaxed
Eight-sided
Kind of fabric

5

6

7

12

9

8

10

11

13

sh'Iois

1lU
17

15
16111
18

iv co door

20

19

Co

c000,od
viers
od cwt.

21

22

24

23

PEANUTS
26 129

ii IS PAWN.
NEU'S THE WORLD WAR I
FLYING ACE WALKING
ONTO THE AERODROME

$3,725
$4,425
$4,825
$4,925
$5,525

WE CLIMBS INTO
THE COCKPIT OF
HIS SOPWITH CAMEL
AND ADJUSTS THE
SUTTON HARNESS.

NOW, THE EARLS MORNING QUIET
15 5WATTERED f3y THE ROAR OF
THE 110141/ LE RHONE ENGINE!

tiOME PEOPLE HAVE
0065 tirji40 BARK A
LOT,OR PIG HOLES IN
THE EARVEN OR

30 131

25

35

321133

40

37

38

11111

27
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39
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41

41142
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26
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34
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0000 0000
WOO 0000U 0100
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U00
000 U0000 W0
0000 0000
00000
000UM
000000 W0M000
00 0 000 0WOM
0000 MOO 00013

ood

ticovond
ad woe

46

19 Symbol for
columbium
20 German for
21 Storehouse
22 Large low
couch ule
24
25 Freshwater
porpoise
26
W
27 protein
29 Deposit of
sediment
31 In between
33 Food item
37 Relative
38 Detected
42 Symbol for
xenon
45 Bones in

48

49

51

50

chest
South-

:For example, if he'were relatively

4
467

western
Indian
48 Actor Alastair
49 --- Claire.
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53

56

55
58

52

50

DEAR DR. GOTT. I'm a.68-year old
female and for the past six years. the
bottoms of my feet have burned so
severely I can hardly sleep. I walk at
least two miles a day and "cannot
imagine what the problem is.
DEAR READER: Burning feet are
usually due to a neuroRathy, the malfunction of the nerves of sensation
Because this can result from poor circulation, the neuropathy is relatively
common in patients with diabetes and
peripheral vascular disease -iarte
rioscterosisi. Also,,some neurological
diseases, such as multiplel.clerosis,
may cause this symptom. as may vita
min deficiencies.
You should be checked by your
family physician. who will assess your
general health and the state of your
circulation, with an examination and
special blood tests. In addition, you.
may need.a Doppler ultrasound to
make sure there are no blockages in
the arteries of your legs. .
Finally, the doctor may wish to
refer you to a neurologist if a suspect
ed neurological disorder is the cause
of your problem. To start the investi
gation, make an appointment with
your family doctor. DEAR DR. GOTT: My 16-year-old
son suffers from congenital hip dys
plasia on the Jeft side-He's been on
crutches, in a wheelchair for a year to
rest the hip, and his orthopedic sur
geon is now suggesting hip replace
ment. How many years might this
artificial device last and what are the
drawbacks? "
DEAR READER: The new artificial

hips are marvelous devices that can
be safely implanted and will function
for many years. If-your son were to
choose an artificial hip, (cannot pre
diet how long it would remain tune
tional. To a large degree, this depends
on how active your son would be
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sedentary, the prosthesis could function well for a lifetime. On the other
hand, if he is a runner, the hip joint
would wear out much sooner
Before making a decision about
surgery, your son should discuss the
situation with the orthopedist, who
must offer advice about appropriate
activity, list any limitations and give a
full disclosure of the potential risks (if

any).
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Murray State to honor non-traditional students this week
Murray SUIC University will
honor ita non-traditional and commuter students next week with a
vanety of special acu•ities,
The University Center Board
(UCB) will host the first ever
"Non - Tradiuonal and Commuter
Student Week," Nov. 8-13. Michelle Lane, non -tradiuonalic um muter chairperson for UCB, said
each day of the week will be filled
with activities for non-traditional
students and their children. spouses
or iilends. Lane, a sophomore special education major from Hopkinsvillc, said she came up with the idea
for the week in hope of getting
family members and spouses of
non, traditional students involved at
14ne said Monday's activities are
szrietly for nonardaional students.
The agenda includes informational
sessions on registration, scholarships, upcoming UCB events from

9:30 a.m. to noon in the Stables. In
addition, members of Stutir nt
Health Services will also be on hand
to give free blood pressure screenings.
Tuesday's list of acu vities include
fun and games for the entire family
from 5 to 8 p.m. in the Curris Center
Gameroorn. Lane said free games of
bowling and pool will be offered,as
well as free videogarnes, to nontraditional students and their chilren
Of spouses.
Wednesday will be a day for
traditional and non-traditional students and their families, according
to Lane. A talent show, held from 6
to 8 p.m. in the Stables, will consist
of two categories: an open category
for any MS U student and a category
for non-traditional/commuter students only. The winner of the open
category will receive a S200 gift
certificate. The first place winner of

non-tradthonallcommu ler
the
category will receive a $275 gift
certificate and the second place
finisher will receive a $250 gift
certificate. All gift certificates are
redemmable in the University
Bookstore next semester. All interested cfsifliC pants are encouraged to
sign up in the SGA office.
A craft bazaar will be held from
10 cm. to 4 p.m. Thursday in the
Curris Center for all MSU students.
Friday from 930 a.m. to noon,
non-traditional/commuter students

will have the opportunity to express
their concerns about Murray State at
Gripe Day in the Stables.
Lane said non-tradiuonal students and their families are invited
to the Blue and Gold men's Racer
basketball scnmmage at 130 p.m.
Saturday, Nov. 13 in Racer Arena.
Children and spouses of nontraditional students will get in fret,
according to Lane, but non-traditional students are encouraged to
pick up their tickets for the scrimmage in the SGA office.

Enrolled and admitted students
ss ill prepaie for the spring semester
at alurray State University by scheduling classes Nov. 15-19.
'le -printed advanced scheduling
inawriai is available to students in
tub:isc rs offices. A conference must
be arranged with the adviser and
students may schedule only after
their adviser has approved and
signed a trial schedule.
Advanced scheduling will take
place in the Curris Center, on the
epperlevel in the ballroom. Priority
1)n-scheduling is based on a
classification, as deter' • the number of semester
iicd that are on file in the
finissions and Registrar's Office.
dents classified as graduate or
irtegular may advance schedule at
any of the times indicated below.
I ndergradaates who miss their assigned times may schedule during
the last two hours each day.
Monday. Nov. 15; Seniors(A-K)
8 a.m. - 1 p.m.; Seniors(L-Z) - 1
p.m. 6 p m.
l'ilesday. Nov. 16; Juniors(A-K)
- 8 a rn. - I pm.; Juniors (L-Z) - 1
1,
6 p.m.
V. c.1ncsday, Nov. 17: Sopho-

mores (A-K) - 8 a.m. - 1 p.m.;
Sophomores (L-Z) J p.m. - 6 p.m.
Thursday, Nov. 18 Freshmen,
visiting, Non-degree, students (AK) 8 a.m. - 1 p.m. Freshmen,
visiting, Non-degree students, students (L-Z), 1 p.m. - 6 p.m.
Friday, Nov. 19; All Classifications 8 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Advanced scheduling will move
to the Records Office located on the
first floor of Sparks Hall, on Nov.
22. On regular working days from
Nov. 22 through Dec. 3, scheduling
will take place from 8:30 a.m. until
4 p.m. Scheduling will resume Jan.
18 in the Curris Center.
Part-time evening students may
schedule classes and pay fees on the
upper level of the Curris Center on
Jan. 20, between 5 and 7 p.m.
Beginning Jan. 20 there will be a
late registration fee of 510, including those students going through
evening registration. Students enrolling in off-campus courses also
may take advantage of the Extended
Campus, telephone or mail-in registration. Contact the Center for
Continuing Education at 1-800669-7654 for the procedures to be
followed.

Thieves steal Picasso paintings
S I OCK1-1111.,M, Sweden (AP)
Thieves lowered themselves
from the roof of the Museum of
Nlodern Art in downtown Stockholm and stole five Picasso paintings and other artwork valued at
$52 million, museum officials
said today.
Stolen sometime during the
niatht were "eight of the
museum's most important works:
five paintings and a statue by
Picasso and two paintings by
Georges Bragues." museum
4

1

spokeswoman Eva-Lena Lidman
said.
A security guard discovered
the break-in this morning. There
was no explanation why alarms
did not go off or were not heard.
The museum is located on a
little island in Stockholm. The
paintings were part of the
museum's permanent exhibition.
Curator 011e Granath said the
works are well-known and would
be impossible to sell on the open
market.
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of the safest vehicles on
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Chevy S-Blazer
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*Based on longevity, 1983-1992 full-line truck company registrations. —DASRP of base model with SPA1 Title and taxes extra. tOption package savings based on
sticker price of options if purchased separately, ttTo retail buyers of new dealer stock. Limited time offer. t$298.63 monthty payment based on selling price of
$21.247 71 with 51.260 down payment on a 24-month lease. Total of Payments is $7,167.12. $1.883.63 due at lease signing (includes 1st month's payment,.dow2
payment. and $325 refundable security deposit). License, title fees, tax, and insurance extra Option to purchase for $14,566.20 at lease end Mileage charge of
10c/mile over 30,000 miles Lessee responsible for excess wear and tear. You,must take retail delivery from dealer stock by 9/21/94. Sublect to approval by GMAC
See participating dealer for detaits•Manufacturer's rebate not available with this special SmartLease program
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IVISU students ready for
class scheduling next week

Quality Work at a fair price.
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Congressman Tom Barlow and Jon Reid of Murray. Jon travelled to
Wishington to participate In the National Young Leaders Conference, which
rcgnIzes high school students across America for their achievements In
academics and extracurricular activities. The conference also arranges visits
for participants with their members of Congress. Jon visited with
Congressman Bartow on October 28.
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